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FROM THE EDITORS:

Welcome to An Evolving Publication

W

elcome to the first issue of Origins & Design, an
interdisciplinary journal dedicated to examining
“theories of origins, their philosophical foundations, and their bearing on culture,” and “all aspects of the idea
of design.” Origins & Design begins its existence as an
adolescent, not a newborn. The reader will notice that this is
Volume 17, number 1. Origins & Design represents the
natural growth and maturation of Origins Research, the national college newspaper first published as an eight page
tabloid nearly twenty years ago. The publishers of Origins
Research have wanted for some time to issue that publication
in a more permanent format, and to expand its content carefully under the guidance of an editorial board. It now seems
timely to move to full journal status as a quarterly.
Origins & Design will continue the editorial practices by
which Origins Research was known: openness, encouragement of responsible dissent, and the free give-and-take of
views on the science and philosophy of origins. “I dogmatise
and am contradicted,” said the great English lexicographer,
poet, and essayist Samuel Johnson (1709-1784), “and in this
conflict of opinions and sentiments I find delight.” Take
delight in being contradicted? But Johnson could do so,
comfortably, for he believed in the stability and power of
truth.
By encouraging a disciplined exchange of views on origins, the editors and editorial board are persuaded that the
truth, which surely can take care of itself, will emerge, and that
science, the growth of knowledge, and intellectual freedom
will thereby be served.
“Origins” covers a wide swath of ground. In that territory,
one finds, for instance, Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, the
NK models of Stuart Kauffman, the heated polemics of the
Usenet group talk.origins, the anthropic principle, the book of
Genesis, the Cambrian explosion of animal body plans, Daniel
Dennett’s musings about the motives of Stephen Jay Gould in
Darwin’s Dangerous Idea, school board debates, the notion of
irreducible complexity – and so on. At its broadest, “origins”
includes these and other topics, and the full list of competing
answers about how the universe and all its objects came to be.
Among those answers, Origins & Design takes as its
special interest the idea of “design.” Can there be a theory of
design – understood, very roughly, as intelligent causation –
that serves as a proper explanation in the historical sciences?
If so, what would the content of that theory be? Or must
science adopt the principle of methodological naturalism, to
avoid being swallowed up by a “God of the gaps?” These are
questions for which Origins & Design seeks answers. We
seek, moreover, criticism of the answers offered here. The
notion of design (as a scientific explanation) does not lack for
critics, and we urge them to bring their arguments here for
publication. They will find a respectful audience, albeit an
audience that can be expected to dissent as sharply as it listens
carefully.
4
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Origins & Design will be an interdisciplinary journal.
Given the breadth of both “origins” and “design,” readers can
expect to see articles from fields as diverse as developmental
biology, cosmology, philosophical theology, and paleontology. We intend to publish articles that are comprehensible,
however, by a wide audience, while not sacrificing accuracy
or depth.

I

n the 1980s, with the discovery of self-splicing RNA
molecules, or “ribozymes”, the hypothesis of an “RNA
World” came to prominence: the view, as the January 1996
Scientific American reports, “that ribozymes might have been
the precursors of modern DNA-based organisms.” And, within the past five years, molecular biologists have learned how
to expand the catalytic repertoire of ribozymes to include
novel reactions. These and other developments have led many
to argue that the RNA World hypothesis provides the most
promising avenue for reconstructing the origin of life.
Perhaps – but the road to the RNA World, if it ever existed,
biochemists Gordon Mills and Dean Kenyon argue, is marked
with many obstacles. In their feature article, “The RNA
World: A Critique,” Mills and Kenyon map those obstacles. In
an accompanying sidebar article, “What Do Ribozyme Engineering Experiments Really Tell Us About the Origin of
Life?” they argue that the intelligently-designed manipulation
of RNA, far from supporting the naturalistic story for the
origin of life, in fact lends weight to a quite different designbased view. (Ribozyme engineering is certainly important to
expanding our knowledge of the properties of RNA. Its
relevance to the naturalistic origin of life, Mills and Kenyon
contend, is another matter altogether.)
Our second feature article, “On the Design of the Vertebrate Retina,” by biologist George Ayoub, looks in detail at
the widely-cited claim that the vertebrate retina is “wired
backwards.” No competent designer, many evolutionary biologists argue, would build a light-receiving device that required incoming photons to pass through several cell layers
before they struck the photoreceptors – yet the vertebrate
retina is just so structured. Stupid design, at best.
Not so fast, cautions Ayoub. In a careful analysis, Ayoub
looks at the functional context of the retina, and demonstrates
that such suboptimality claims are facile.
This issue also features shorter articles, on the thinking of
English paleontologist Colin Patterson (including a bibliography of “selected hits” from Patterson’s work), literature surveys, and book reviews.
Again: welcome. We hope to make Origins & Design the
best new journal in a very old debate, and look forward to
hearing from you, our readers. E-mail or the regular variety:
the Correspondence column is officially open.
o

NEWS AND COMMENTARY

Colin Patterson Revisits His Famous
Question about Evolution

A

uthoritative,” conveying “an impression of moody rebelliousness,” and “habitually pessimistic”–thus writer Tom Bethell described
the paleontologist and systematist Colin
Patterson, on first meeting him in 1983.1

Patterson, who works at the British
Museum of Natural History in London,
is one of the leaders of the philosophy of
biological systematics known as “transformed cladistics.” The public hubbub
which surrounded “transformed” or
“pattern” cladistics in the 1980s has
now generally subsided, although the
issues lying at the heart of the controversy have not. Indeed, Patterson has
revisited those issues, which were captured in large measure by a famous
question he first posed nearly fifteen
years ago. “Can you tell me anything
about evolution,” he asked his listeners,
“any one thing, that is true?”
On November 5, 1981, Patterson
gave a now infamous talk at the American Museum of Natural History in New
York, to the Systematics Discussion
Group which met monthly at the museum. An unknown creationist in the audience secretly taped the talk, and a
transcript was soon circulating as samizdat among creationists, and shortly
thereafter among the scientific community at large.
The uncorrected transcript was plainly flawed–giving “Conbear” for “von
Baer,” for instance, and omitting the
names of well-known biologists–but
enough of Patterson’s provocative points
came through to ignite the firestorm
which followed. Patterson soon came in
for heavy criticism from the evolutionary community. The talk was much debated: what had he meant; was he simply tweaking noses in New York; what
did he really think about evolution?

As creationist writers trumpeted the
speech, Patterson retreated, understandably annoyed by the episode and the
voluminous correspondence he received
in its wake.
In August 1993, at a Systematics
Association meeting in London, Patterson revisited his 1981 talk; specifically,
the bearing of evolution on the practice
and philosophy of systematics: ordering the relationships of organisms. In
his recollections (published last year;
see the notes on p.7), Patterson describes
the background to the talk:
In November 1981, after an invitation from Donn Rosen [a fish
systematist at the American
Museum, now deceased], I gave
a talk to the Systematics Discussion Group in the American
Museum of Natural History.
Donn asked me to talk on ‘Evolutionism and Creationism’, and
it happened that just one week
before my talk Ernst Mayr published a paper on systematics in
Science (Mayr 1981). Mayr
pointed out the deficiencies (in
his view) of cladistics and phenetics, and noted that the ‘connection with evolutionary principles is exceedingly tenuous in
many recent cladistic writings.’
For Mayr, classifications should
incorporate such things as ‘inferences on selection pressures,
shifts of adaptive zones, evolutionary rates, and rates of evolutionary divergence.’ Fired up by
Mayr’s paper, I gave a fairly
radical talk in New York, comparing the effect of evolutionary
theory on systematics with
Gillespie’s (1979, p. 8) characterization of pre-Darwinian creationism: ‘not a research gover-

ing theory (since its power to
explain was only verbal) but an
antitheory, a void that had the
function of knowledge but, as
naturalists increasingly came to
feel, conveyed none.’ Unfortunately, and unknown to me, there
was a creationist in my audience
with a hidden tape recorder. A
transcript of my talk was produced and circulated among creationists, and the talk has since
been widely, and often inaccurately, quoted in creationist literature. 2
But despite the inaccuracies, Patterson’s central question about evolution
came through unmistakably:
But one sentence from the talk
was accurately reproduced, and
was perhaps quoted more than
any other. The sentence was a
rhetorical question; I quote it
from a creationist source
(Johnson 1991, p.10): ‘Can you
tell me anything about evolution, any one thing that is true?’3
The question still matters, Patterson
argues, because evolution is still assumed to be the primary determinant of
phylogenetic reasoning. But Patterson’s
agnosticism about evolution–expressed
in 1981 as, “I had been working on this
stuff for twenty years, and there was not
one thing I knew about it”–continues
today.
Patterson describes that agnosticism
by looking at patterns in molecular data.
At first, he notes, he thought he had
found answers to his own question:
In 1981, I knew of no sensible
answer to the question, but in the
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hierarchy.’ In the framework of
phylogenetic reconstruction and
our current problems with it,
another answer comes to mind:
‘I know that evolution generates
homoplasy’ [or “convergence,”
in the older jargon of systematics]. In both cases, the answer is
not quite accurate. It would be
truer to say, ‘I know that evolution explains hierarchy’ or ‘I
know that evolution explains
homoplasy.’ We must remember the distinction between the
cart–the explanation–and the
horse–the data. And where models are introduced in phylogenetic reconstruction, we should
prefer models dictated by features of the data to models derived from explanatory theories. 6

ble. (Other design theorists would accept the hierarchy as actual, of course, a
genuine tree of life, but would argue
that the tree exists only because of a
designer’s intervention to make the necessary transitions between forms possible.)
The real crunch between Patterson
and design theorists, however, arises
from the possibility of design. The presence of cytochrome c in, say, echinoderms, and the same protein in humans,
gives evolutionists an historical linkage
between the two forms, even in the
absence of a theory of macroevolution,
simply because high degrees of molecular similarity require a common cause.

Among the issues raised by Patterson’s revisiting of his 1981 question,
probably the most significant is how do
we know which patterns are real (and
therefore, actually need explaining)?
“Transition bias is data,” he argues–but
only if one assumes the common descent of the gene sequences in question,
meaning, in most cases, macroevolution. For some design theorists, who
doubt that macroevolution is possible,
sequence comparisons between divergent animal phyla (for instance) will not
be data showing a historical relationship from an unknown common ancestor–a relationship requiring causal explanation. Rather, those data may reflect any number of causes other than
descent.

But suppose, as seems possible, that
a designer employed the same cytochrome molecule in two distinct lineages (echinoderms and humans)? The usual
naturalist response holds while this is
certainly possible, any theory making
such predictions is empty. Assertions
about the designer’s actions are unconstrained, and would fit whatever data
turn up.

ensuing decade I came to believe that there were two things I
knew about evolution. First, that
transitions [purines, adenine (A)
and guanine (G), mutating to
purines, e.g., A —> G; or pyrimidines, cytosine (C) and thymine
(T), mutating to pyrimidines,
e.g., T —> C] are more frequently fixed than transversions
[where a purine mutates to a
pyrimidine, or vice versa] and
second, that at the level of DNA,
the great majority of substitutions take place despite natural
selection rather than because of
it. 4
However, as Patterson continues, he
came to doubt whether in seeing these
patterns he was grasping the process of
evolution:
...do transition bias and neutral substitution represent knowledge about evolution, or something else? Further, and more
generally, why should I, a morphologist, claim to know something about molecular evolution
but nothing of morphological
evolution? 5
We must distinguish between patterns to be explained, Patterson urges,
and the process theories by which we
explain those patterns–a distinction
foundational to the “transformed cladistic” perspective on systematics and
phylogeny. The molecular patterns he
observed, Patterson believes, are thus
only data awaiting explanation.
“I therefore believe I was mistaken
in thinking that I knew something about
molecular evolution,” he writes. “Instead, I know (or have learned) something about the properties of molecular
data, and those properties are amongst
the things that must be explained by
evolutionary theory.”

Data–“facts” requiring explanation–
emerge against a background of causal
possibility. Because they are highly
skeptical of the possibility of macroevolution, some design theorists would
deny that the systematic hierarchy is
real, in the same sense that the branching pattern of an elm tree or the Hapsburg Dynasty is real, i.e., something
extending through space and time.

For most methodological naturalists, that can only be descent with modification. 7

But that does not follow. A designer
who is free to employ the same molecules in constructing diverse organisms
is not therefore an agent who acts capriciously. Furthermore, a design theorist
would locate the empirical content of
his theory elsewhere, in those predictions which distinguish design from

Now available on
the Internet!
Check out the new Access
Research Network web site:

Patterson concludes:
...I mentioned a question (‘Can
you tell me anything you know
about evolution?’) that I have
put to various biologists, and an
answer that had been given: ‘I
know that evolution generates
6

Thus, they would seek a nominalist
explanation for the systematic hierarchy (reflecting, perhaps, our desire to
organize data in bifurcating trees), and
would defend that by arguing that the
transformations required by macroevolution are probabilistically inaccessi-
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naturalistic descent. It is the whole case
for design, taken broadly, that gives the
theory empirical content. 8
But the step to the possibility of
design, it seems, is a far longer stride
than the shorter step from certainty to
agnosticism about evolution. One hopes,
in any case, that Patterson will join the
debate, wherever he ends up standing.o

NOTES
1. Tom Bethell, “Agnostic Evolutionists,”
Harpers 270 (1985): 49-61.
2. Colin Patterson, “Null or minimal models,” in Models in Phylogeny Reconstruction,

eds. R.W. Scotland, D.J. Siebert, and D.M.
Williams, Systematics Association Special
Volume No. 52 (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1994), pp. 173-92; p. 174.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., p. 175.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid., pp. 188-89.
7. Patterson, for instance, argues: “Convergence between molecular sequences is too
improbable to occur, just as similarity between sequences is improbable to be explained
except by common ancestry. Some might view
this argument as viciously or vacuously circular, but the same argument is routinely advocated in morphology....This is the argument
from complexity: if two structures are complex enough and similar in detail, probability
dictates that they must be homologous rather

than convergent.” See C. Patterson, “Homology in Classical and Molecular Biology,”
Molecular Biology and Evolution 5 (1988):
603-625; p. 615. This argument, as with all
arguments assuming naturalism, excludes intelligent causation, which may yield independent similarities in the absence of any material
descent. Doubtless all instances of Colin Patterson’s handwritten signature, for example–on
documents from bank checks to personal letters–are spatiotemporally distinct (i.e., not
“descended” from other signatures), yet the
signatures themselves will be remarkably similar, having, as they do, a unitary cause in
Colin Patterson himself.
8. Stephen C. Meyer, “The Methodological
Equivalence of Design and Descent: Can There
Be A Scientific Theory of Creation?” in The
Creation Hypothesis, ed. J.P. Moreland
(Downer’s Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press,
1994), pp.67-112.

A Colin Patterson Sampler
“The Contribution of Paleontology to Teleostean Phylogeny,” in Major Patterns of
Vertebrate Evolution, eds. M.K. Hecht, P.C. Goody, and
B.M. Hecht (New York: Plenum Press, 1977), pp. 579643.
A major, well-illustrated paper in Patterson’s specialty, the systematics of fishes, which shows his developing
skepticism about the value of evolutionary theory in
systematics. Patterson compares the practices of preDarwinians, e.g., Agassiz, with post-Darwinians:
Where Agassiz refrained from linking the converging bases of his lineages (Fig. 1) since he
believed that their junction ‘may only be sought in
the creative intelligence,’ the theory of evolution
allows a modern author to represent a hypothetical ancestral group as having the same reality as
any other major taxon. Yet the search for ancestors of the teleosts has hardly been successful, for
every other major branch point in Figure 18 is also
occupied by hypothetical forms or question-marks:
these ancestors have no more reality than the
abstract synapomorphy-bearers indicated by the
open circles in Figure 17.

1977

Interview with Luther D. Sunderland,
June 30, British Museum of Natural History, ERIC Document Reproduction Service microfiche
ED 228 056 (available at most public libraries), pp.7-19.
Sunderland, late creationist activist (d. 1987), interviewed several paleontologists while preparing his book
Darwin’s Enigma. This interview is marked by a fair
amount of miscommunication, but also by passages such
as the following:

1979

Sunderland: ...How do you see that evolution
might explain the origin of fishes?
Patterson:
(Pause)
Sunderland: Then you’d rather not say?
Patterson:
Ten years ago I’d have been perfectly willing to tell you, but it so happens that I
know someone who is working this problem for
about 15 years–the starfish end of it–the echinoderms. He believes that this development could be
traced from the Cambrian with the echinoderms. I
could very easily refer you to his work and say that
I agree with him that fish are related to echinoderms, but I do not think it is obvious.
“Cladistics,” The Biologist 27: 234-240.
A popular article, drafted as the “transformed cladistics” controversy was growing to its height.
“As the theory of cladistics has developed,” argued Patterson (p. 239), “it has been realized that more and more of
the evolutionary framework is inessential, and may be
dropped. The chief symptom of this change is the significance attached to nodes in cladistics. In Hennig’s book, as
in all early works in cladistics, the nodes are taken to
represent ancestral species. This assumption has been
found to be unnecessary, even misleading, and may be
dropped.”

1980

“Phylogenies and Fossils,” Systematic Zoology 29: 216219.
More skepticism about fossils and phylogeny: “To
me, one of the most astonishing consequences of the furor
over cladistics is the realization that the current account
of tetrapod evolution, shown in a thousand diagrams and
everywhere acknowledged as the centerpiece of histori-
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cal biology, is a will-o’-the-wisp. For nowhere can one
find a clear statement of how and why the Recent groups
are interrelated, and the textbook stories are replete with
phantoms–extinct, uncharacterizable groups giving rise
one to another” (p. 217).
“Significance of Fossils in Determining Evolutionary Relationships,” Annual Review of
Ecology and Systematics 12: 195-223.
Patterson’s classic, critical analysis of the role of
fossils in systematics: “...extinct paraphyletic groups [common in neo-Darwinian phylogenies before the cladistic
revolution] seem to me to obscure rather than illuminate
relationships, for they exist not in nature but in the minds
of evolutionists. Such groups lead to a sterile inversion of
problems of relationships, which come to depend not on
comparative analysis of what is accessible–the Recent
biota–but on juggling with what is inaccessible–uncharacterizable abstractions from the fossil record” (p. 219).

1981

the past two decades, where Patterson discusses five ways
of defining homology (classical, evolutionary, phenetic,
cladistic, and utilitarian), taking issue with “the
evolutionists...for here I do expect disagreement” (p. 62).
Patterson’s main complaint is with extinct, paraphyletic
groups, which typically play the role of “transitional
forms” in evolutionary reasoning. “Such groups,” Patterson argued, “...are imagined by evolutionists, those most
committed to the confirmation of Darwin’s views. The
power of this mystery, extinct paraphyletic groups as the
source of phylogeny, is shown by the fact that we still
have no cladogram, or series of nested homologies, for
tetrapods, the group in which phylogeny is supposed to be
best known” (p. 64).
“How does phylogeny differ from ontogeny?” in Development and Evolution, eds.
B.C. Goodwin, N. Holder and C. Wylie (Cambridge:
Cambridge Univ. Press), pp. 1-31.
A discussion of the bearing of ontogenetic (developmental) data on phylogeny: “Phylogeny is generalised
transformation, but we have no empirical experience of
phylogeny; the only transformations of which we have
empirical evidence are those of ontogeny” (p. 21).

1983

1988

“Homology in Classical and Molecular Biology,” Molecular Biology and Evolution 5:

603-625.
Patterson applies his 1982 analysis of homology (see
above) to molecular data. This paper is notable for its
claim that, at the molecular level (unlike gross morphology), “there is no detected molecular equivalent of convergence–or of misleading similarity–except in the most
trivial sense” (p. 618).
“Congruence Between Molecular and Morphological Phylogenies,” Annual Review of
Ecology and Systematics 24: 153-188. In a review written
with fellow British Museum staffers David Williams and
Christopher Humphries, Patterson surveys the congruence – or lack thereof – between molecular and morphological phylogenies. He and his co-authors conclude:
As morphologists with high hopes of molecular
systematics, we end this survey with our hopes
dampened. Congruence between molecular phylogenies is as elusive as it is in morphology and as
it is between molecules and morphology....Partly
because of morphology’s long history, congruence between morphological phylogenies is the
exception rather than the rule. With molecular
phylogenies, all generated within the last couple
of decades, the situation is little better. Many cases
of incongruence between molecular phylogenies
are documented above; and when a consensus of
all trees within 1% of the shortest in a parsimony
analysis is published...structure or resolution tends
to evaporate (p. 180).

1993

Figure 1. A portion of Louis Agassiz’s 1844 “genealogy of
the class of fishes,” reproduced from Patterson’s 1977 paper
on teleostean phylogeny. The figure shows the geological
(historical) distribution of various types of fishes. “Agassiz’s
example shows clearly,” Patterson writes (1977:580), “that
belief in evolution is not necessary for the production of such
diagrams: the information contained in these diagrams is
therefore not necessarily concerned with evolution or
phylogeny.”

“Morphological Characters and Homology,”
in Problems of Phylogenetic Reconstruction,
eds. K.A. Joysey and A.E. Friday, Systematics Association Special Vol. No. 21 (New York: Academic Press), pp.
21-74.
Perhaps the most widely-cited paper on homology of

1982

8
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REVIEW ARTICLE

The RNA World:
A Critique
Gordon C. Mills

Department of Human Biological
Chemistry and Genetics
University of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston, TX 77555
and

Dean Kenyon

Department of Biology
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132

According to the RNA World hypothesis, life began initially with self-replicating RNA
molecules, acting both as information-carrying templates and as catalysts for a broad range of reactions. Support for the hypothesis is said to flow
from recent discoveries in ribozyme engineering,
where the catalytic repertoire of RNA has been
expanded beyond its naturally-occurring activities. However, the RNA World hypothesis rests on
several problematic postulates: (1) that there was a
prebiotic pool of beta-D-ribonucleotides, (2) that
beta-D-ribonucleotides spontaneously form RNA
polymers of the proper form, (3) that such RNA
polymers, once formed, can replicate themselves,
and (4) that self-replicating RNA would have all
the catalytic activities needed to sustain an organism. These postulates are doubtful. Moreover, because of necessary investigator interference, ribozyme engineering provides illusory support for
the RNA World hypothesis.
ABSTRACT:

INTRODUCTION
One of the earliest published suggestions that RNAcatalyzed RNA replication preceded and gave rise to the
first DNA-based living cells was made by Carl Woese in
1967, in his book The Genetic Code1. Similar suggestions
were made by Crick and Orgel2, for reasons that are not
difficult to grasp. Prior to the discovery of catalytic RNAs,
proteins were considered by many to be the only organic
molecules in living matter that could function as catalysts.
DNA carries the genetic information required for the synthesis of proteins. The replication and transcription of DNA
require a complex set of enzymes and other proteins. How
then could the first living cells with DNA-based molecular
biology have originated by spontaneous chemical processes
on the prebiotic Earth? Primordial DNA synthesis would
have required the presence of specific enzymes, but how
could these enzymes be synthesized without the genetic
information in DNA and without RNA for translating that
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information into the amino acid sequence of the protein enzymes? In other
words, proteins are required for DNA
synthesis and DNA is required for protein synthesis.
This classic “chicken-and-egg”
problem made it immensely difficult to
conceive of any plausible prebiotic
chemical pathway to the molecular biological system. Certainly no such chemical pathway had been
demonstrated experimentally by the early
1960s. So the suggestion
that RNA molecules
might have formed the
first self-replicating
chemical systems on the
primitive Earth seemed
a natural one, given the
unique properties of
these substances.
They carry genetic
information and (unlike
DNA) occur primarily as
single-stranded molecules that can assume a
great variety of tertiary
structures, and might
therefore be capable of
catalysis, in a manner
similar to that of proteins.
The problem of which
came first, DNA or proteins, would then be resolved.

thesis of themselves.”4
The phrase “RNA World” stuck to
the general hypothesis, and has since
come to denote the RNA-first, DNAand-proteins-later scenario depicted in
Figure 1. The long-standing “chickenand egg” puzzle at the origin of life
indeed appeared amenable to a solution:

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the RNA World (redrawn from
Hirao and Ellington 1995), with time flowing from the top (earliest) to
bottom (latest). The “progenote” is the last common ancestor of modern
living things. In this schema, “cellularization” may be seen as marking the
origin of life as self-replicating RNA molecules might otherwise have
diffused into non-reproducing populations.

Self-replicating
RNA-based systems
would have arisen first,
and DNA and proteins
would have been added later. But in the
absence of any direct demonstration of
RNA catalysis, this suggestion remained
only an interesting possibility.
Then, in the early 1980s3, the discovery of self-splicing, catalytic RNA
molecules (in the ciliated protozoan
Tetrahymena thermophila), put molecular flesh on the speculative bones of
the idea of an early evolutionary stage
dominated by RNA. These catalytic
RNA molecules have subsequently been
termed “ribozymes.” “One can contemplate an RNA World,” wrote Walter
Gilbert in 1986, “containing only RNA
molecules that serve to catalyze the syn10

ly in eukaryotic cells. However, ribozyme engineering, made possible by
techniques such as DNA sequencing, in
vitro transcription and the polymerase
chain reaction [PCR]6, allow molecular
biologists to manipulate RNA to whatever extent the molecule will allow.
Thus, the catalytic repertoire of RNA
can be expanded beyond the naturally
occurring activities — in the main, by
two broad strategies of ribozyme engineering.

The primordial...conundrum —
which came first, informational
polynucleotides or functional
polypeptides — was obviated
by the simple but elegant compaction of both genetic information and catalytic function into
the same molecule.5
A second impetus to the RNA world
hypothesis came from the cluster of
technical innovations now known generally as ribozyme engineering. Naturally occuring RNA catalytic activities
are actually restricted to a small set of
highly specialized reactions, e.g., the
processing of RNA transcripts primari-
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One strategy involves
the direct modification of
existing species of ribozymes, to produce better or even novel catalysts.
This has been called the
“rational design” approach. The other strategy
employs pools of short (often 50-100 nucleotide
units) randomized RNA
molecules, which are subjected repeatedly to a selection process designed to
enhance the concentration
of RNA molecules with the
desired functional activity. The few selected molecules are then multiplied a
million-fold or more by
using the polymerase chain
reaction, which uses activated nucleotide precursors and enzymes. This has
been termed the “irrational design” method.

Judging from the
progress in ribozyme engineering in recent years,
it seems likely that new and improved
types of RNA catalysts will be produced in years ahead. Moreover, molecular biologists may discover additional
catalytic roles of RNA in living cells,
although the variety of such roles is not
expected to rival that of the protein
enzymes. Thus, one might expect that
the RNA World hypothesis will continue to have supporters.
Yet beyond the immediate foreground of RNA World excitement lies a
disquieting landscape of chemical problems, largely ignored in the recent literature on ribozyme engineering. As researchers broaden their focus to include

the chemical plausibility of the RNA
World itself, however7, these difficulties cannot be avoided.
Furthermore, the relevance of ribozyme engineering to naturalistic theories of the origin of life is doubtful at
best, primarily because of the necessity
for intelligent intervention in the synthesis of the randomized RNA; then
again in the selection of a few functional RNA molecules out of that mixture;
then, finally, in the amplification of
those few functional RNA molecules
[see box, pages 15-16, “What Do Ribozyme Engineering Experiments Really Tell Us About the Origin of Life?”].
Hubert Yockey, borrowing a metaphor from Jonathan Swift, suggests that
current origin-of-life research, including the RNA World hypothesis, floats
improbably in mid-air like the roof of a
house built by an architect of the Grand
Academy of Lagado. This savant had
contrived a method of building houses
by beginning at the roof and working
downwards. “The architect pointed out
that among the advantages of this procedure,” Yockey notes8, “was that once
the roof was in place [before the walls or
foundation] the rest of the construction
could proceed quickly and without interruption by weather.” That “roof” —
consisting in this instance of tiles which
represent the catalytic activities of RNA
— may look solid to those believers in
the existence of a prebiotic RNA World.
But is the roof really solid? Is it supported by walls and a foundation?
Once one peers over the edge of the
roof to look beneath, we shall argue, the
implausibility of the theoretical structure as a whole is inescapable. In what
follows, we present the key postulates
or presuppositions on which the RNA
World hypothesis must rest (see Figure
2). Each represents an unsolved chemical problem, in every case well-known
to origin-of-life researchers. Unfortunately, in many articles on the RNA
World, these problems are often collapsed into the “prebiotic soup” and
“self-assembly” phases of the scenario,
and receive no discussion. We suggest
that new discoveries about the catalytic
activities of RNA should be seen for
what they really are: not elucidating
prebiotic processes on the early Earth,

but rather as extending
our
knowledge of the
molecular biology of the cell in
important ways
(see below).

1. There was a prebiotic pool of beta-D-ribonucleotides.
2. Beta-D-ribonucleotides spontaneously form polymers
linked together by 3,5-phosphodiester linkages.
3. A polynucleotide of RNA, once formed, would have
the ability to replicate itself.

The relevance of catalyt4. Self-replicating RNA molecules would have all the
ic RNA to the
catalytic activities necessary to sustain a ribo-orproblem of the
ganism.
naturalistic origin of life is, Table 1. Key Chemical Postulates of the RNA World Scenario
however, a different matter entirely.
purine or pyrimidine, a sugar (ribose),
and phosphate. It is highly unlikely that
We take heart in noting that, despite
any of the necessary subunits would
the frequent neglect in much of the
have accumulated in any more than trace
popular literature of the chemical diffiamounts on the primitive Earth. Conculties of the RNA World scenario, many
sider ribose. The proposed prebiotic
of the scientists involved with that hypathway leading to this sugar, the forpothesis are quite candid in their assessmose reaction, is especially problematment of the problems associated with it.
ic9. If various nitrogenous substances
These are represented for instance by
thought to have been present in the
the numerous contributors to The RNA
primitive ocean are included in the reacWorld7. Since the RNA World hypothtion mixture, the reaction would not
eses are so broad, we will attempt to
proceed. The nitrogenous substances
break them down into somewhat narreact with formaldehyde, the intermedirower postulates. In this way one may
ates in the pathways to sugars, and with
see more clearly some of the presupposugars themselves to form non-biologsitions that are involved.
ical materials10. Furthermore, as Stanley Miller and his colleagues recently
reported, “ribose and other sugars have
suprisingly short half-lives for decomPROBLEMATIC CHEMICAL
position at neutral pH, making it very
POSTULATES OF THE RNA
unlikely that sugars were available as
WORLD SCENARIO
prebiotic reagents.”11
POSTULATE 1:
There was a prebiotic pool of
beta-D-ribonucleotides.

B

eta-D-ribonucleotides (see Figure
2) are compounds made up of a
purine (adenine or guanine) or a pyrimidine (uracil or cytosine) linked to the
1'-position of ribose in the beta-configuration.
There is, in addition, a phosphate
group attached to the 5'-position of the
ribose. For the four different ribonucleotides in this prebiotic scenario, there
would be hundreds of other possible
isomers.
But each of these four ribonucleotides is built up of three components: a

Or consider adenine. Reaction pathways proposed for the prebiotic synthesis of this building block start with HCN
in alkaline (pH 9.2) solutions of
NH4OH.12 These reactions give small
yields of adenine (e.g., 0.04%) and other nitrogenous bases provided the HCN
concentration is greater than 0.01 M.
However, the reaction mixtures contain
a great variety of nitrogenous substances that would interfere with the formose
reaction. Therefore, the conditions proposed for the prebiotic synthesis of purines and pyrimidines are clearly incompatible with those proposed for the
synthesis of ribose. Moreover, adenine
is susceptible to deamination and ringopening reactions (with half-lives of
about 80 years and 200 years respectively at 37º C and neutral pH), making
its prebiotic accumulation highly im-
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probable13. This makes it difficult to see
how any appreciable quantities of nucleosides and nucleotides could have
accumulated on the primitive Earth. If
the key components of nucleotides (the
correct purines and pyrimidines, ribose,
and phosphate) were not present, the
possibility of obtaining a pool of the
four beta-D-ribonucleotides with correct linkages would be remote indeed.
If this postulate, the first and most
crucial assumption, is not valid, however, then the entire hypothesis of an RNA
World formed by natural processes becomes meaningless.

POSTULATE 2:
Beta-D-ribonucleotides
spontaneously form polymers
linked together by 3', 5'phosphodiester linkages (i.e.,
they link to form molecules of
RNA; see Figure 2).

J

oyce and Orgel discuss candidly the
problems with this postulate14. They
note that nucleotides do not link unless
there is some type of activation of the
phosphate group. The only effective
activating groups for the nucleotide
phosphate group (imidazolides, etc.),
however, are those that are totally implausible in any prebiotic scenario. In
living organisms today, adenosine-5'triphosphate (ATP) is used for activation of nucleoside phosphate groups, but
ATP would not be available for prebiotic syntheses. Joyce and Orgel note the
possible use of minerals for polymerization reactions, but then express their
doubts about this possibility15:

group, the primary polymer product
would have 5', 5'-pyrophosphate linkages; secondarily 2', 5'-phosphodiester
linkages — while the desired 3',5'-phosphodiester linkages would be much less
abundant. However, all RNA known
today has only 3',5'-phosphodiester linkages, and any other linkages would alter
the three-dimensional structure and possibilities for function as a template or a
catalyst.

sugar D-ribose, and phosphoric acid.

In brief, any
movement in the direction of an RNA
World on a realistically-modeled early
Earth would have been continuously
suppressed by destructive cross-reactions.

POSTULATE 3:
A polyribonucleotide (i.e., RNA
molecule), once formed, would
have the catalytic activity to
replicate itself, and a population
of such self-replicating
molecules could arise.

ity, or the sequence specificity which
makes self-replication possible at all
will be lost. While “it is difficult to state
with certainty the minimum possible
size of an RNA replicase ribozyme,”
Joyce and Orgel note, it seems unlikely
that a structure with fewer than 40 nucleotides would be sufficient. Suppose,
then, that “there is some 50-mer [RNA
molecule of 50 nucleotides length],”
Joyce and Orgel speculate, that “replicates with 90% fidelity. ... Would such
a molecule be expected to occur within
a population of random RNAs?”
Perhaps: but one such self-replicating molecule will not suffice.

T

he difficulty with this postulate is
evident in the following quotation
from Joyce and Orgel:

Joyce and Orgel then note that if
there were activation of the phosphate
12

They refer to this as a component of
“The Molecular Biologists Dream,” and
discuss the difficulties inherent in such
a view. In order for a stable population
of self-replicating RNA molecules to
arise — a prerequisite for further evolution — the RNA molecules must be able
to replicate themselves with high fidel-

Even waiving these obstacles, and
allowing for minute amounts of oligoribonucleotides, these molecules would
have been rendered ineffective at various stages in their growth by adding
incorrect nucleotides, or by reacting with the
myriads of other
substances likely to have been
present. Moreover, the RNA
molecules would
have been continuously degraded by spontaneous hydrolysis and other destructive processes operating
on the primitive
Earth16.
Figure 2. A dinucleotide of two adenines, showing adenine, the

Whenever a problem in prebiotic synthesis seems intractable, it
is possible to postulate the existence of a mineral that catalyzes
the reaction...such claims cannot easily be refuted.
In other words, if one postulates an
unknown mineral catalyst that is not
readily testable, it is difficult to refute
the hypothesis.

vated nucleotides to a random
ensemble of polynucleotide sequences, a subset of which had
the ability to replicate. It seems
to be implicit that such sequences replicate themselves but, for
whatever reason, do not replicate unrelated neighbors.17
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...it is assumed...that a magic catalyst existed to convert the acti-

“Unless the molecule can literally
copy itself,” Joyce and Orgel note, “that
is, act simultaneously as both template
and catalyst, it must encounter another
copy of itself that it can use as a tem-

plate.” Copying any given RNA in its
vicinity will lead to an error catastrophe, as the population of RNAs will
decay into a collection of random sequences. But to find another copy of
itself, the self-replicating RNA would
need (Joyce and Orgel calculate) a library of RNA that “far exceeds the mass
of the earth.”18
In the face of these difficulties, they
advise, one must reject
the myth of a self-replicating
RNA molecule that arose de novo
from a soup of random polynucleotides. Not only is such a notion unrealistic in light of our
current understanding of prebiotic chemistry, but it should
strain the credulity of even an
optimist’s view of RNA’s catalytic potential. If you doubt this,
ask yourself whether you believe
that a replicase ribozyme would
arise in a solution containing
nucleoside 5'-diphosphates and
polynucleotide phosphorylase!19

POSTULATE 4:
Self-replicating RNA molecules
would have all of the catalytic
activities necessary to sustain a
ribo-organism.

S

.A. Benner et al. note20:

...one is forced to conclude that
the last ribo-organism had a relatively complex metabolism that
included oxidation and reduction reactions, aldol and Claison
condensations, transmethylations, porphyrin biosynthesis,
and an energy metabolism based
on nucleoside phosphates, all
catalyzed by riboenzymes...It
should be noted that this reconstruction cannot be weakened
without losing much of the logical and explanatory force of the
RNA World model.

Although Benner et al. speak of the
last “ribo-organism,” surely the first
ribo-organism would have required nearly all of the same metabolic capabilities

in order to survive. It is also apparent
that the scenario of Benner et al. would
surely include enclosing the ribozymes
within a membrane with the ability to
transport ions and organic molecules
across that membrane.
Anyone who is familiar with biochemistry would recognize that it would
take hundreds of different ribozymes,
each with a particular catalytic activity,
to carry out the metabolic processes
described above. It should also be apparent that most of these metabolic capabilities would have to be functional
within a short period of time (certainly
not hundreds of years), in the same
microscopic region, or the ribo-organism would never survive.
When one recognizes that catalytic
activities of RNA are just as dependent
upon specific sequences of nucleotides
in RNA21 as protein enzymes are of
amino acid sequences, then the probability of postulate 4 being valid is seen
to be vanishingly small.
Benner et al. note that the diverse
catalytic properties of enzymes often
require coenzymes or prosthetic groups.
They mention particularly the iron-porphyrin, heme, and pyridoxal, but have
no suggestion how these (and other coenzymes) could have functioned in the
catalytic activities of early RNA molecules.
The other unproven assumption of
postulate 4 is that RNA molecules initially had all of these suggested catalytic activities, but nearly all of these activities have been subsequently lost. RNA
molecules with catalytic activity that
are known today predominantly have
nuclease or nucleotidyl transferase activity with some minimal esterase actitivy22. There is no solid evidence that
RNA molecules ever had the broad range
of catalytic activities suggested by Benner et al., even though a number of the
authors of The RNA World speak of
present-day RNA molecules as being
vestiges of that early RNA World.
CONCLUSION
We have more to learn about RNA,
both in vivo (as used by organisms) and
in vitro, in terms of its chemistry gener-

ally and functional properties in particular. RNA is a remarkable molecule.
The RNA World hypothesis is another matter. We see no grounds for
considering it established, or even promising, except perhaps on the objectionable philosophical grounds of philosophical naturalism (and its operational
offspring, methodological naturalism),
according to which the best naturalistic
hypothesis is perforce the hypothesis to
be accepted. We consider that historical
biology should be open to all empirical
possibilities, including design — and
see the molecular biological system of
organisms, of which RNA is so stunning a part, as exemplars of design.
We find ourselves, however, distinctly in the minority of biologists. If
design exists at all, it is a matter of
subjective intuition, the majority of our
colleagues would claim, asserting with
science writer George Johnson that “the
point of science is...to explain the world
through natural law.”23
We would put the point rather differently. The point of science is to explain the world, through natural laws or
whatever other causes best account for
the phenomena at hand.
Philosopher of science Stephen
Meyer captures the point well:
The (historical) question that
must be asked about biological
origins is not “Which materialistic scenario will prove adequate?” but “How did life as we
know it actually arise on earth?”
Since one of the logically appropriate answers to this latter question is that “Life was designed
by an intelligent agent that existed before the advent of humans,”
I believe it is anti-intellectual to
exclude the “design hypothesis”
without consideration of all the
evidence, including the most
current evidence, that would support it.24
Detecting design is not a matter of
subjective intuition.25 To see design as a
real causal possibility, however, one
must break free of the constraints of
o
naturalism.
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What Do Ribozyme Engineering Experiments
Really TTell
ell Us About the Origin of Life?

A

re biochemists now routinely recreating the RNA
World in vitro, and discovering the ease with which
functional sequences arise from random pools of nucleotides? Many commentators appear to endorse this view.
Ichiro Hirao and Andrew Ellington, for instance, two RNA
World researchers at Indiana University, write:
The intersection of the discovery of ribozymes with the
development of techniques for nucleic acid amplification
allowed models of molecular evolution to be recapitulated
in a test tube.1
On this view, in vitro ribozyme engineering provides a plausible and realistic model or experimental recapitulation of
actual prebiotic processes. Thus, “selection” from “random
pools of RNA sequences” in ribozyme engineering experiments is held to be strongly analogous to critical prebiotic
conditions that led to RNA-based organisms. Ekland et al., for
instance, argue that in vitro selection of novel ribozymes
suggests
that even the most complex natural ribozymes, such as
ribonuclease P and the group I and II self-splicing introns
could have arisen in one step from long random sequences,
and that complex ribozymes may have played an important
role early in the RNA World.2
But are these experiments genuinely relevant to the prebiotic
problems to be solved? We argue that they are not. In vitro
RNA selection does not demonstrate that complex ribozymes
could have arisen naturally in a prebiotic soup, because the in
vitro experimental conditions are wholly unrealistic, revealing
at every turn the fingerprints of intervening intelligence. RNA
World researchers have taken their own engineering of ribozymes as analogous to plausible prebiotic processes, when
in fact the two situations are profoundly different. Indeed,
aspects of ribozyme engineering, together with other lines of
evidence, support a very different view of biological origins
from that advocated by RNA World researchers.
Ribozyme engineering involves two broad experimental
strategies.3 The “rational design” approach modifies existing
types of ribozymes to produce better or even novel RNA
catalysts. The “irrational design” approach, on the other hand,
uses pools of partially randomized RNA molecules, which are
screened — “selected” — for functional activity of a desired
sort. Those molecules catalyzing the desired reaction are then
used as the basis for the next round of “evolution.” This
randomization-selection process may be repeated several times,
to yield increasingly faster RNA catalysts.
These experiments certainly add to our knowledge of RNA
chemistry. A simple question directly illuminates the doubtful
relevance of these experiments to prebiotic chemistry, however. How did pools of 1015 RNA molecules (to cite a value from

a recent ribozyme engineering experiment4) accumulate on
the early earth? How, for that matter, did any RNA accumulate?
Here an analogy may be helpful. Suppose you learn about
a blackjack player who routinely beats the casinos in Las
Vegas. You would not be impressed to find that the casinos
had inexplicably made an exception for this person. They
allowed him to fill parking lots, stadiums, and indeed the open
desert around Las Vegas with millions of dealers who each
dealt thousands of hands. The player monitored these millions
of dealers electronically. Whenever a good hand turned up, he
would play that hand, and ignore all the others.
Is that winning at blackjack? Not at all. The player contrives to “win” only by violating the actual rules of the game.
In the case of prebiotic chemistry, the actual rules of the game
govern the formation of RNA molecules without the help of
biochemists. And, according to those rules (see discussion of
postulates 1-4, main text, and below), RNA does not arise
from its chemical constituents except (a) in organisms, and (b)
in laboratories where intelligent organisms synthesize it.
The “randomization” and “selection” steps in ribozyme
engineering, therefore, have no realistic prebiotic analogues.
Ribozyme engineering, where RNA is necessarily synthesized by intelligent agents is, truly, engineering — in the full,
“intelligent design required” sense of that term.

N

othing conveys this better than reading the Methods
and Materials section of any ribozyme engineering
paper. There, one will encounter biologically-derived
reagents such as DNA and RNA polymerases, automated
DNA synthesizing machines — e.g., the Biosearch 8750
programmable DNA synthesizer5 — purified ribonucleoside
triphosphates, and various experimental tricks needed to help
reactions along. In one notable experiment, for instance, done
by RNA World researchers David Bartel and Jack Szostak, it
was found that the pools of randomized RNA precipitated —
that is, formed large, tangled, useless networks of molecules:
Incubation of the pool RNA...led to rapid and extensive
aggregation; more than half of the pool RNA precipitated
when incubated for 90 minutes at 37º C in high concentrations of Mg2+ and monovalent ions...and precipitation was
even more rapid at higher temperatures. It appears that
conditions that favor RNA intramolecular structure also
stabilize intermolecular interactions; as molecules find
regions of complementarity with more than one other
molecule, RNA networks form and eventually become too
large to remain in solution.6

How to solve the problem? Tie the RNA molecules down
to something:
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To minimize the problem of RNA aggregation, we immobilized
the pool of RNA molecules on agarose
beads before the addition of Mg2+.7

 The intelligent synthesis of RNA molecules, using biologically-derived
reagents (e.g., RNA polymerases)
 Experimental materials are artificially simplified sets of pure reagents
(i.e., interfering substances likely to be present on the early Earth are
excluded)

peared from even the
simplest organisms although a few survive in
eukaryotes).

But it is very difficult to see how the mere
extension of time would
A clever move —
render a chemical evo Products are shielded from destructive forces that would have acted on
“once tethered to the
lution process more
the early Earth (such as heat, hydrolysis, UV radiation)
agarose,” Bartel and
probable when every
Szostak report, “the pool
presumed stage of the
 RNA molecules are amplified using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
molecules could not difprocess (assuming it
a process with no realistic prebiotic analogue
fuse and form intermocould spontaneously
lecular reactions, and
advance at all beyond
Some Elements of the Prebiotic Unreality of Ribozyme
could therefore be safeits earliest stages) would
ly incubated”8 — but
have been powerfully
this is not a trick the primordial soup would be likely to
hindered or suppressed by the natural chemical tendencies of
discover on its own. And, on occasion, the prebiotic unreality
the reacting substances and by the preponderance of destrucof ribozyme engineering breaks through even to its supporters.
tive forces in the natural environment.
“It is difficult to believe,” writes RNA World researcher
We can see that research in one context (ribozyme engiSteven Benner, of ETH Zurich, “that larger pools of random
neering) with its particular presuppositions and goals in mind
RNA emerged spontaneously without the gentle coaxing of a
and with results presumably providing insights into one putagraduate student desiring a completed dissertation.”9
tive process of origins has in fact provided powerful additional
Indeed, an important parallel exists between these proceevidence for a very different view. This has occurred precisely
dures and prebiotic simulation (i.e., chemical evolution) exbecause the procedures used in research on RNA catalysis
periments. As Thaxton et al. have pointed out, the degree of
reinforce the notion that intelligent design is required to
investigator interference in chemical evolution experiments
produce molecular species that would not form due to the
increases as the subject of the experiments gets closer to the
natural chemical tendencies of the reacting substances themmolecular genetic system.10In experiments simulating the primselves, even over vast stretches of time.
o
itive atmosphere the interference is minimal. The apparatus is
– Gordon Mills and Dean Kenyon
filled with the starting gases, turned on, and left alone until
products are analyzed.
But in experiments designed to simulate the prebiotic
formation of biopolymers the investigator may use unrealistic
reaction conditions (e.g., high concentrations of a few pure
reagents) and/or change the conditions during the experiment
to enhance the yields of desired products. This intelligent
manipulation of the experimental conditions (to guide the
reactions to the desired results) is most apparent in simulations
of prebiotic polynucleotide synthesis. The reason why increasingly large doses of investigator influence are required is that
if the chemical processes are “left to themselves” they would
not produce the desired result, in fact, would go away from the
living state, not toward it.
The continuity between the increasing role of investigator
influence in prebiotic simulation experiments and the recent
use of rational design and in vitro selection procedures to
produce novel ribozymes lends support, not to the naturalistic
but to the intelligent design view of biological origins. The
powerful selection processes used in ribozyme engineering are
of course unlikely to have occurred spontaneously (unassisted,
without the input of intelligent design) on the prebiotic Earth.
It will be argued that similar though much weaker selective
processes must have occurred in the evolving RNA World.
Over the hundreds of millions of years thought to have been
available, these chemical selective processes resulted in a rich
variety of ribozymes (most of which have long since disap16
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LITERATURE SURVEY
ZEN BIOLOGY?
Jeffrey Levinton, “Life in the Tangled
Lane,” a review of Stuart Kauffman, The
Origins of Order, Evolution 49 (1995):
575-577.

In this review of Kauffman’s magnum opus, Levinton (Ecology and Evolution, SUNY Stony Brook) is cheerfully skeptical. “Kauffman’s model,” he
writes, “is at once pervasive, explaining
everything. But equally, it explains why
we may never be able to explain anything in particular, which makes it come
pretty close to Zen” (p. 575). Levinton
argues that
while “very
powerful,”
Kauffman’s
central theory–the NK
model of
rugged fitness landscapes–is
vastly overextended,
into “great
leaps” and
“soaring
flights of exciting and
probably
fanciful discourse” (p.
576). The
data needed
to test Kauffman’s ideas, Levinton worries, are not
at hand. “At the morphological level so
familiar to organismal biologists,” he
writes, “we know essentially nothing
about the role of complexity, even if so
many choose to write about the subject
at length. I suppose that this degree of
confusion is why one can see prominently featured within the same journals one-parameter-tells-it-all optimal
models along side of some prosody to
the pervasiveness of contingency in evolutionary history. We are still in the
dark, which leaves lots of room for
nearly boundless assertion” (p. 577). In
The Origins of Order, Levinton concludes, “you may see the future. Then

again, you may be looking down a blind
alley, poised on the edge of chaos” (p.
577).

WHEWELL ON GOD AND
KNOWLEDGE
Laura J. Snyder, “It’s All Necessarily So:
William Whewell on Scientific Truth,”
Studies in the History and Philosophy of
Science 25 (1994): 785-807.

Snyder (Philosophy, Johns Hopkins)
takes up William Whewell’s “antithetical” philosophy of science, so-called
“for its attempt to combine seemingly
opposed empirical and a priori elements” (p. 785). Whewell (1794-1866)
was a mathematician, astronomer, and
Master of Trinity College, Cambridge,
but is perhaps best known as among the
first rank of English philosophers and
historians of science in the mid 19th
century. Snyder argues that one can
make sense of Whewell’s “antithetical”
epistemology only by looking to its
theological foundation. “...without properly understanding the role of
Whewell’s theology,” she notes,
“it is impossible
to understand not
only Whewell’s
notion of necessary truth, but
also his resolution of the ultimate problem of
his epistemology” (p. 795). Whewell anchored his
understanding of knowledge on God’s
authorship of the world. “On his view,”
Snyder writes, “we are able to have
knowledge of the world because the
Fundamental Ideas which are used to
organize our sciences resemble the Ideas
used by God in his creation of the physical world.”

this is possible only through the use of
Ideas which resemble those that were
used in creating the
world....the Divine
origin of both our
Ideas and our world
is what enables
Whewell to claim
that axioms knowable a priori from
the meanings of our
Ideas are informative about the empirical world, and necessarily true of it” (p. 796).

SULLIVAN VS. DAWKINS
Lucy G. Sullivan, “Myth, metaphor and
hypothesis: how anthropomorphism defeats science,” Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond.
B 349 (1995): 215-218; and Richard
Dawkins, “Reply to Lucy Sullivan,” Phil.
Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B. 349 (1995): 219224.

A print debate between Richard
Dawkins and an Australian critic of
Dawkins’s theory of the “selfish gene.”
Ms. Sullivan, the critic, complains that
Dawkins’s writings have led to “a proliferation of pseudo-theories, who claim
on our attention lies more in the realm of
literature than of science” (p. 215).
Dawkins, for his part, argues that Sullivan “unfortunately demonstrates that
she has never read The Selfish Gene,
never read Darwin,” and has misunderstood what she has read, leading to a
“complete, root and branch, catastrophic misunderstanding of Darwin’s central idea of natural selection” (p. 219).

THE FORCE OF PREDICTIONS
Stephen G. Brush, “Prediction and Theory Evaluation in Physics and Astronomy,” in No Truth Except in the Details,
eds. A.J. Kox and D.M. Siegel (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers,
1995), pp. 299-318.

“The fact that this is so is no coincidence: God has created our minds such
that ‘they can and must agree with the
Historian and philosopher of sciworld.’ God intends that we can have
ence Stephen Brush (University of
knowledge of the physical world, and
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Maryland) has long been studying what
he terms “the dynamics of theory-change
in science.” In this article, he presents
several case studies (e.g., the Big Bang
vs. steady-state cosmology, the origin
of the Moon, gravitational light bending, and Hannes Alven’s plasma physics) to examine the impact of predictions on theory acceptance. Brush concludes that confirmed predictions provide “corroboration” of a hypothesis,
but only in the minimalist sense of scientists voting with their publications
(so to speak). Corroboration “merely
makes it more reasonable to pursue that
hypothesis than one that has not been
corroborated,” and thus “there was a
significant increase in publications on the theory [i.e., those theories in the case studies] that led to the
prediction” (p. 314).
Brush also stresses,
however, that “if one’s
basic assumptions and
method are considered unacceptable by
other scientists, no amount of empirical
confirmation will force them to accept
it. I say this not as a criticism of the
scientific community, but simply as a
fact about science which many philosophers of science ignore” (p. 307).

HALDANE AND RELIGION
Gordon McOuat and Mary P. Winsor,
“J.B.S. Haldane’s Darwinism in its religious context,” British Journal for the
History of Science 28 (1995): 227-31.

English biologist and science writer
J.B.S. Haldane (1892-1964) was one of
the founders of the neo-Darwinian synthesis.
This article describes how his role
“as an opponent of orthodox religion”
(p. 228) was central to Haldane’s defense of evolution in general, and natural selection in particular. “Clearly,”
McOuat and Winsor write, “Haldane
believed that if could make natural selection more credible to his fellow biologists, he would be striking a blow in
the war between science and religion.
Haldane always loved a good fight” (p.
231).
18

RECOGNIZING NEWTON
B.J.T. Dobbs, “Newton as Final Cause
and First Mover,” Isis 85 (1994): 633643.

Until her death in 1994, Betty Dobbs
was Professor of History at the University of California, Davis. In this lecture,
she evaluates the distortions of scientific histories, which may lead us to see
thinkers of the past, such as Newton, in
our own image. “...we unconsciously
assume that their thought patterns were
fundamentally just like ours. Then we
look at them a little more closely and
discover to our astonishment that our
intellectual ancestors are
not like us at all: they
do not see the full
implications of their
own work; they
refuse to believe
things that are now so
obviously true; they
have metaphysical and
religious commitments that they should
have known were unnecessary for a
study of nature; horror of horrors, they
take seriously such misbegotten notions
as astrology, alchemy, magic, the music
of the spheres, divine providence, and
salvation history” (p. 640). Newton’s
system, Dobbs argues, “was very quickly coopted by the very -isms he fought,
and adjusted to suit them. He came
down to us as coopted, an Enlightenment figure without parallel who
could not possibly have been
concerned with alchemy orwith establishing the existence and providence of a
providential God” (p. 643).

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
CELLS
Sheldon Penman, “Rethinking cell structure,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 92 (1995): 5251-57.

While his ideas of a complex cellular matrix are controversial (see, e.g.,
Science 268 [1995]: 1564-65), Sheldon
Penman doesn’t apologize for them.
Current cell biology is stuck on “solution biochemistry,” he argues. When
the field awakens, however, it will turn
to “cell architecture,” and realize that
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cytoskeletal structure can “illuminate
that most vexing and refractory of puzzles–the nature and location of the genomic instructions dictating the form of
cells, tissue, and, ultimately, organisms”
(p. 5251). In this review, Penman (a
member of the National
Academy of Sciences
and cell biologist at
MIT) urges that
conventional
electronic microscopy has
misled biologists,
because it fails to reveal “most
of cells’ architectural components.” This
is critical, Penman is persuaded, to understanding the open questions surrounding the specification of biological
form: “Form and structure are not natural subjects for biochemistry that, in the
macroscopic world, deals with scalar
quantities–i.e., amounts, rates, etc.
Building the complex designs glimpsed
in any anatomy or physiology text requires, at the very least, instructions
that are vectorial–i.e., that specify direction and place. These instructions
are encoded somewhere–it seems very
likely that they reside in the heavily
transcribed but “non-protein coding”
DNA. Building staggeringly complex
organs–e.g., brains or kidneys–by simply specifying the constituent protein
components (as suggested by the more
extreme formulations of molecular biology that genes are simply proteins) is
unlikely. Such a strategy
would be tantamount to trying to specify a bridge or
an edifice by merely giving a list of parts. Indeed,
Gray’s Anatomy, seen with
an engineer’s eye, suggests that
the complexity of the instruction sets
for mammalian morphology require
large regions of the genome: very likely
much of most of the currently ignored,
non-protein coding, 90% (or more) of
the genome. I suspect that future cell
scientists will marvel at the density and
ingenuity of genome instructions for
structure while wondering how we could
overlook them for so long” (p. 5257).o

ANALYSIS AND PERSPECTIVE

On the Design of the Vertebrate Retina
George Ayoub

Department of Biology
Westmont College
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-1099
ABSTRACT: It has been commonly
claimed that the vertebrate eye is functionally suboptimal, because photoreceptors in the retina are oriented away
from incoming light. However, there are
excellent functional reasons for vertebrate photoreceptors to be oriented as
they are. Photoreceptor structure and
function is maintained by a critical tissue, the retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE), which recycles photopigments,
removes spent outer segments of the
photoreceptors, provides an opaque layer to absorb excess light, and performs
additional functions. These aspects of
the structure and function of the vertebrate eye have been ignored in evolutionary arguments about suboptimality, yet they are essential for understanding how the eye works.

writes. “The rods and cones are the
bottom layer, and light reaches them
only after passing through the nerves
and blood vessels.” These structures, claims UCLA evolutionary
biologist Jared Diamond (1985:91)
aren’t located behind the photoreceptors, where any sensible engineer would have put them, but
out in front of them, where they
screen some of the incoming
light. A camera designer who
committed such a blunder would
be fired immediately.

The capstone of this argument is
held to be the cephalopod (squid
and octopus) retina, which is putatively “wired correctly,” with its photoreceptors facing towards the light,
and with its nerves “neatly tucked
away behind the photoreceptor layer” (Miller 1994:30; see also Diamond 1985:91 and Williams
1992:74). The cephalopods, it is
said, got it right.
In considering this argument, we
may dispense immediately with optimality comparisons between ceph-

Editorial
Introduction: A
Popular Argument

I

t has been widely argued in both
the technical (Thwaites 1984,
Williams 1992) and popular evolutionary literature (Diamond 1985,
Dawkins 1986, Miller 1994) that
the vertebrate eye is poorly designed. “In fact it is stupidly designed,” writes the influential neoDarwinian theorist George Williams, “because it embodies many
functionally arbitrary or maladaptive features” (1992:73). Chief
among these features, Williams
claims (1992:72), is the inversion of
the retina.
“The retina is upside down,” he

Figure 1. Horizontal cross-section of a high vertebrate eye. A critical tissue omitted from
evolutionary discussions of the optimality of the retina is the retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE); see Figure 2. (Figure redrawn from R. Adler and D. Farber, The Retina [New
York: Academic Press, 1986], p.3)
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The Structure of the
alopod (invertebrate) and vertebrate
ical world is full of puzzling sysretina designs. None of the authors
tems. While it is not readily apparVertebrate Retina
cited above provides any evidence
ent why vertebrate photoreceptors
that the cephalopod retina is funcface away from the light, nor why
irst, some anatomy. Figure 1 depicts
tionally superior to the vertebrate
other cell layers intervene, a good
a vertebrate eye in cross section.
retina: a claim that, in any case,
many things in science are not apLight passes first through the cornea,
seems unreasonable on its face.
parent at first glance. We need to
the primary focussing element, then
Would hundreds of thousands of
look more deeply.
through the iris, which controls how
vertebrate species –
much light will enin a great variety of
ter the eye, and lastterrestrial, marine,
ly, through the lens,
and aerial environwhich provides the
ments – really see
adjustable focusbetter with a visual
sing element. The
system used by a
light, now adjusted
handful of exclufor intensity, is fosively marine vertecused onto the thin
brates? In the abtissue lining the
sence of any rigorback of the eye: the
ous comparative evretina.
idence, all claims
that the cephalopod
The retina (see
retina is functionalFigure 2) comprises
ly superior to the vercells from the centebrate retina remain
tral nervous system
entirely conjectural.
(CNS), and converts
In short, there is no
or transduces light
reason to believe
into electrical sigthem.
nals, the “medium”
But we should conof the CNS. A highsider a more basic
ly complex tissue,
point. Why refer to
the retina contains
the cephalopod reticells of several difna at all? The claim
ferent types:
that the cephalapods
got it right assumes
Photorecepthat the vertebrates
tors (the rods
did not, and that the
and cones, lalatter are making the
belled as “R”
best of a bad situaand “C” in Fig.
tion – but, of course,
2) which actualFigure 2. The adult vertebrate retina. In this representation, light enters from the
it remains to be demly convert the
bottom of the diagram (i.e., at the vitreal border). The main cell types are rods
onstrated that, in
light energy
(R), cones (C), horizontal cells (H), bipolar cells (B), amacrine cells (A), and
fact, the vertebrate
ganglion cells (G). At the top of the figure is the RPE. Its finger-like cellular
into an electriprocesses interact with the photoreceptors. (Figure redrawn from R. Adler and D.
retina is suboptimal.
cal
signal.
Farber, The Retina [New York: Academic Press, 1986], p.5.)
These are the
And this has not
first cells directbeen demonstrated:
ly involved in
not by the authors cited above, nor
In this case, we need not look far.
communicating information
by other evolutionary biologists.
There are excellent functional reawithin the visual system, send“One of the difficulties with the
sons for vertebrate photoreceptors
ing signals via a chemical synhypothesis of optimality,” note Farnto be oriented as they are. These
apse to:
sworth and Niklas (1995:355), “is
aspects of retinal structure and funcThe Bipolar Cells (B in figure),
the availability of observations to
tion have been ignored in evoluthe second order cells in the rettest it.” That goes as well for hypothtionary arguments about suboptiina; the bipolar cells synapse
eses of suboptimality, as exemplimality, yet they are essential for
onto:
fied by the evolutionary literature
understanding how the eye works.
The Ganglion Cells (G in figon the vertebrate retina. The biologure), at the inner surface of the
– The editors
retina; these cells have axons

F
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which travel together from the
eye, exiting via the optic disk,
and forming the optic nerve en
route to the brain.
The Amacrine Cells (A in figure) mediate lateral interactions,
transmitting information between adjacent bipolar cells and
ganglion cells; and the horizontal cells (H in figure) which communicate laterally in the outer
retina.
Now observe the path of light in
Figure 2. The light must pass first
through all the auxiliary cells before
arriving at the photoreceptors — which
at first glance hardly seems sensible. If
the design problem to be solved by any
eye is forming a maximally accurate
image of the world, then degrading the
light before it reaches the “business
end” of the photoreceptors seems selfevidently a poor solution. “This is
equivalent to placing a thin diffusing
screen directly over the film in your
camera; it can only degrade the quality
of the image” (Goldsmith 1990: 286).
And that is where evolutionary accounts leave the story.

The Critical Role of the
Retinal Pigmented
Epithelium (RPE)

B

ut there is much more to be said.
Lying directly behind the retina is
an epithelial tissue which maintains the
photoreceptors (see Fig. 2). This tissue,
called the retinal pigmented epithelium
(hereafter, RPE), is critical to the development and function of the retina. Indeed, volumes have been dedicated to
understanding the role of the RPE (see,
for instance, Steinberg 1985, Zinn and
Marmor 1979), because when it malfunctions, the eye as a whole malfunctions.

1. Regenerating photoreceptive pigments
When light strikes a photoreceptor,
it sets in motion a chain of molecular
events which eventually culminate in
forming an image in the brain. Here,

let’s focus on just the first characters in
the story.
The first player on stage is the photosensitive molecule rhodopsin.
Rhodopsin consists of a protein, opsin,
and another molecule, 11-cis-retinal.
Found at the distal ends of the photoreceptors — the portion closest to the
RPE, called the outer segment — rhodopsin is embedded in membranous discs.
[An important note about some potentially confusing terminology. The
“business end” of the photoreceptor
cell, where the membranous discs occur,
is called the outer segment. In vertebrates, however, this segment is actually inner, i.e., at the back of the retina,
pointing in towards the center of the
organism.] When light strikes rhodopsin, the energy changes the shape of its
molecular component 11-cis-retinal,
into an all-trans conformation, a process
called isomerization. This conformational change in retinal starts a complex
cascade of reactions in several other
molecules, causing the hyperpolarization (or shift in electrical charge) of the
outer segment membrane. Molecular
transmitters then carry this electrical
signal from the synapse at the photoreceptor’s base to the next neurons, the
horizontal cells and bipolar cells —
thus beginning the process by which we
see.
This process depends critically on
the isomerization of 11- cis-retinal. Each
photon of light striking a photoreceptor
can isomerize retinal, and since many
billions of photons constantly strike
the eye, retinal must be replaced regularly to maintain the cycle, and overall
photoreceptor function. That job of replacement falls to the RPE. The RPE
cells collect the used retinal from the
photoreceptors, and employ vitamin A
to make fresh retinal, transporting it
back to the photoreceptors (Bridges
1989; Hewitt and Adler 1994).

2. Recycling of photoreceptive material
Next on the list of RPE responsibilities is a related function: recycling the
used outer segments. Outer segment
membranes are very active, and thus
must be continually replaced.

Each day, new outer segment membrane grows at the base of the outer
segment (where it intersects with the
inner segment, the cell region containing the nucleus), adding to the length of
the photoreceptor. As the outer segment
lengthens from its base, its distal end —
the oldest membrane — sheds in segments. These segments are picked up by
the RPE, which phagocytizes the material, recycling all of the molecules
present (Bok and Young 1979).
Thus, spent photoreceptive membranes are removed from the optical
path, to be replaced by new material.
This process, which goes on continually, maintains the high sensitivity of the
photoreceptors (Bok 1994).

3. Absorption of excess light
In addition to these active functions, the
RPE also has an important passive role. Because it is heavily pigmented, it forms an
opaque screen behind the optical path of the
photoreceptors.
It thus absorbs light which is not
collected by the photoreceptors, light
which would otherwise decrease the
resolution of images. This absorptive
property of the RPE is important to
maintaining high visual acuity.
This brief summary does not exhaust the functions of the RPE. Note, for
instance, that the RPE “is required for
the normal development of the eye”
(Raymond and Jackson 1995), a function that, while not directly related to
vision, certainly undergirds the very
possibility of seeing at all. In short:
Considering the diverse functions of the RPE cells...there is
no doubt that the integrity of the
RPE metabolic machinery is essential for the normal functioning of the outer retina. Because
of the nature of these interactions, it is essential that the RPE
and photoreceptors be in close
proximity for normal retinal
function (Hewitt and Adler
1994: 67).
There are excellent reasons for vertebrate photoreceptors to be oriented as
they are.
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A Thought Experiment

B

ut still: there sits a blind spot in
each retina. To be sure, the blind
spots are displaced laterally from each
other, so that “with both eyes open, we
can see everything in the visual field”
(Williams 1992: 73), as one eye sees
what the other does not. However, we
can imagine situations where this
wouldn’t work:
Our retinal blind spots rarely
cause any difficulty, but rarely
is not the same as never. As I
momentarily cover one eye to
ward off an insect, an important
event might be focused on the
blind spot of the other (Williams
1992: 73).
So, as a thought experiment, let’s fix
the blind spot. We will start by turning
the photoreceptors around, so their wiring isn’t in the way.
We have eliminated the blind spot,
providing slightly better sight in one
portion of the eye. Now, however, the
blood vessels and RPE, needed to maintain the photoreceptors, must be located
on the inner side of the retina, between
it and the lens. This places a large capillary bed (containing many red blood
cells) and an epithelial tissue in the path
of the light, significantly degrading the
visual information passing to the photoreceptors.
Furthermore, since the photoreceptors
continually shed material from their outer
segments, dumping this opaque waste in the
path of the light would greatly diminish the
amount of light reaching the photoreceptors.
Our proposed change also reduces the quality
of the light, by refracting it with the opaque
pieces of shed outer segment membrane.
We might imagine simply placing
the RPE at the back of the retina, but this
raises the problem of how to dispose of
spent outer segment membranes, so that
the photoreceptors can be quickly regenerated. Or, perhaps, we could surround each photoreceptor cell by RPE
cells, but this would need increase the
space between the photoreceptors, thus
decreasing the resolution of vision.
22

These design changes may force temporal or spatial decrements in vision.

Volume 1: Basic Science & Inherited
Retinal Disease (St. Louis: Mosby), pp.
58-71.

Are these improvements? Hardly;
indeed, our thought experiment has taken the vertebrate eye rapidly downhill.
In trying to eliminate the blind spot, we
have generated a host of new and more
severe functional problems to solve.
Our “repair” seems far worse than the
apparent flaw we wanted to fix.

Miller, R.F. 1994. The physiology and morphology of the vertebrate retina. In S.J.
Ryan, ed., Retina, 2nd ed., Volume 1:
Basic Science & Inherited Retinal Disease (St. Louis: Mosby), pp. 58-71.
Raymond, S.M. and Jackson, I.J. 1995. The
retinal pigment epithelium is required for
the maintenance of the mouse neural
retina. Current Biology 5: 1286-1295.

Conclusion

Steinberg, R.H. 1985. Interactions between
the retinal pigment epithelium and the
neural retina. Documenta Opthalmologia 60:327-346.

T

he vertebrate retina provides an excellent example of functional —
though non-intuitive — design. The
design of the retina is responsible for its
high acuity and sensitivity. It is simply
untrue that the retina is demonstrably
suboptimal, nor is it easy to conceive
how it might be modified without significantly decreasing its function.
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B

ut even leaving Mr. Darwin’s views
aside,” wrote Thomas Henry Huxley in 1863, in Man’s Place in Nature,
“the whole analogy of natural operations furnishes so complete and crushing an argument against the intervention of any but what are termed secondary causes, in the production of the
phenomena of the universe; that, in the
view of the intimate relations between
Man and the rest of the living world; and
between the forces exerted by the latter
and all other forces, I can see no excuse
for doubting that all are co-ordinated
terms of Nature’s great progression,
from the formless to the formed–from
the organic to the inorganic–from blind
force to conscious will and intellect.”
High Victorian prose, but the message is plain. Even if Darwin were
wrong, argued Huxley, science ought to
be wholly naturalistic. Nothing but secondary causes–natural laws–has acted
in the history of “Nature’s great progression.” Indeed, after digesting Adrian Desmond’s fascinating and highly
readable biography of Huxley, one can
plausibly assert that while Huxley may
have been Darwin’s disciple (a point on
which Desmond provides some contradictory evidence), he was unquestionably, and foremost, an apostle of naturalism.
Thomas Henry Huxley was born in
1825, above a butcher’s shop in Ealing,
a village just to the west of London. His
father was a failed schoolmaster who
moved his family north to Coventry in
1835, where he unsuccessfully ran a
savings bank for the local artisans. Apprenticed to a Coventry doctor at 13,
Huxley was largely self-taught, a process which continued after he went to
London in 1841 to study medicine at
Charing Cross Hospital. (As a profes-

sion, medicine in early Victorian England had little or nothing of the scientific and social cachet it now possesses
in the United States. It was a knockabout trade, whose practitioners were
often social and intellectual radicals.)
Perpetually in debt, Huxley kept a punishing, self-imposed schedule of study,
winning academic awards (e.g., the gold
medal for anatomy and physiology from
University College) for his efforts–but
little else.
Compelled by circumstances, Huxley joined Her Majesty’s Naval Service
in 1846, as an assistant surgeon, and
was assigned to the HMS Rattlesnake, a
surveying ship ordered to “secure Northern Australia for British settlement.” In
practice, Huxley’s duties included collecting and dissecting marine specimens,
and describing generally the flora and
fauna the Rattlesnake would encounter.
He made the best of the opportunity. By
the time he returned to England in 1850,
Huxley had published several papers on
marine invertebrates, and found him-

self with a reputation as an up-andcoming young naturalist. Yet his professional situation was essentially unchanged:
Still he was hungry. Still he seethed
about the lack of paid openings [for
scientists]. Science should be a salaried meritocracy, not a dabbling
ground for the foppish aristocracy.
‘I am sick of writing, weary of longing. The difficulties of obtaining a
decent position in England...seem
to me greater than ever they were.’
It was a cri de coeur... ‘To attempt to
live by any scientific pursuit is a
farce...A man of science may earn
great distinction–great reputation–
but not bread. He will get invitations to all sorts of dinners & conversaziones, but not enough income
to pay his cab hire’ (p. 161).
Huxley’s letters to his fiancee Nettie during this period (1850-1855; she
remained where he had met her, in Australia, awaiting word that he was finan-
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cially secure) are a wrenching record of
his struggle to make his chosen profession of science pay for itself; which at
last suceeded in doing by obtaining a
position in 1855 as a lecturer in the
Government School of Mines.
Other appointments followed, and
from there on Huxley marched to the
head of the emerging professional class
of “scientists,” crowned (Desmond argues) by Huxley’s election to the Presidency of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science in 1870.
There Desmond ends his story, to be
continued in a second volume. Huxley,
increasingly influential, lived for another quarter century (d. 1895), and an
active period it was. But one is grateful
for the incomplete story Desmond does tell.

formance was in support of Darwin’s evolutionary naturalism, not
the minutiae of his mechanism. Darwin had created a new nature for
new professionals (p. 262).
Huxley’s dogged opposition to any
place for theology (or teleological explanation) in science set him to arguing
positions which, from our post- Darwinian perspective, we are more accustomed to seeing in the mouths of creationists. If Robert Chambers’s anonymously published Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation was a theistic
account of the progressive development
of living things, then, as Huxley savagely reviewed the tenth edition of the
book, he would prove that organisms
changed little over their fossil history,

It bears directly on current
controversies, and is filled with
rich ironies of history.
In casting his support for Darwin, for instance, Huxley actually lent his pugilistic weight
only to the most general view of
evolution advanced by the recluse of Downe, while disagreeing with Darwin on many important details.

friends. His fossil papers left not the
slightest hint that he was Darwin’s
bulldog. In Edinburgh’s museum he
had found more labyrinthodonts
mixed with the fish; that they were
mistaken for one another should
have suggested something to Darwin’s right-hand man. But no. He
used Anthracosaurus to show that
amphibians had passed through prodigious periods unchanged. It was
the greatest irony that those closest
to Darwin could not give him the
fossil back-up he needed... (p. 303)
As the English translator of the antiDarwinian embryologist Karl Ernst von
Baer (1792-1876), Huxley had learned
to think of living things as falling into
fundamentally distinct groups–“the vertebrates, molluscs, starfish and
insects”–that could not be united in any sort of evolutionary
chain, for “each [was] based on
a unique archetypal plan” (p.
191). Until quite late in his
friendship with Darwin, this
vision of organisms persisted.
As Desmond argues,

In fact Huxley did not think in
terms of origins at all. Geometry, not genealogy, fascinated him: the surreal beauty of
nature’s secret architecture.
Species were not to be exAs Desmond repeatedly
plained historically, by messy
notes, it was the underlying natmutations and supposed prouralism that really mattered to
gression. They had to be apHuxley:
preciated as abstract anatomical patterns....fish, reptiles,
Huxley was exuberantly en- “Eohippus and Eohomo,” reproduction of a sketch by T.H.
birds and mammals were all
Huxley, drawn in 1876 at the Yale Peabody Museum during a
dorsing the naturalism of Darequidistant from the abstract
meeting between Huxley and the American paleontologist O.C.
win’s vision, not the fine points Marsh.
vertebrate type. Molluscs had
of his theory. Nothing was said
their distinct sphere, as did
in no particular direction. Stasis, not
of Darwin’s infinitesimal variations,
coelenterates. And with the spheres
progressive change, was the rule. In
each selected for its adaptive adunconnected no trilobite could illic1862, Huxley’s address to the Geologivantage. Nor did Huxley mention
itly jump the gap to call itself a fish
cal Society
that his own belief in large-scale
(p. 223).
mutations, his Ancon sheep [bred
had nothing to do with Darwinism.
for short legs], actually negated
Desmond argues that it was the forceHuxley did not try to trace newts and
them. Or that the Home Countries
ful impact of Ernst Haeckel’s “phylogelungfish back to their common Derabbits which happily overran the
netic” system of classification that fivonian ancestor. Instead of concenAustralian outback belied Darwin’s
nally converted Huxley, moving him
trating on origins, he harped on the
vaunted adaptation. Then again,
“to connect his ancient lung-bearing
sharks’ and crocodiles’ long ununtil spaniels and greyhounds reCrossopterygian fish with the first labchanging history. He could not shake
fused to cross he considered Daryrinthodont amphibians–in other words,
his ten-year-old belief that the fossil
win’s analogy between domestic
to show how fish grew limbs and slithrecord showed no progress. ...Huxbreeds and wild species
ered out of the water” (p. 355). Huxley’s claws risked maiming his
incomplete....Huxley’s bravura perley’s reasons for so doing are philo24
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sophically interesting. It was “more profitable to go wrong,” he argued (presumably, to go wrong means to connect as
related by descent what are, in fact,
unrelated forms), “than to stand still”–
meaning, one supposes, to admit that
the evolutionary puzzle at hand could
not be solved by the available evidence.
But Huxley’s diffidence about natural selection was lifelong. As he became
a central figure in British science, he
scrupulously separated “evolution” from
“Darwinism,” which he took to mean
“natural selection.” As the historian
James Moore (co-author with Desmond
of the recent biography Darwin) observes,
Natural selection was of such little
consequence that in a famous essay
celebrating “the coming of age of
the Origin of Species,” Huxley could
omit even to allude to the theory.
“The first thing seems to me to drive
the fact of evolution into people’s
heads,” he excused himself to Darwin; “when that is once safe, the
rest will come easy.”
Huxley “never fully subscribed” to
natural selection, Moore notes–“although he held that its nonteleological
naturalism represented ‘the fundamental principles of a scientific conception
of the universe.’”
That conception, and its careful protection, was the prize Huxley saw worth
struggling for–and it is that intellectual
heritage (now, of course, the general
presumption of naturalism) in which
debates about origins still occur. While
Huxley viewed Comte’s positivism as a
sham religion–“Catholicism minus
Christianity,” he dubbed it–he was indeed a positivist (in our sense) in his
understanding of knowledge. But what
label should he wear?
What could he call himself? He was
shifting power to an elite whose authority rested in right reasoning, not
mythical realities. He had already
dropped the ‘Unknowable’ as the
last remnant of idolatry....he came
up with ‘Agnostic.’ It was another
pitch for his professionals. It
switched the emphasis to the scientific method and its sensual limita-

tions. Agnosticism was made for the
moment....He could also lecture the
clergy with clean hands. He portrayed agnosticism not as a rival
‘creed,’ but as a method of inquiry.
The sciences, he told the Young
Men’s Christian Association, ‘are
neither Christian, nor Unchristian,
but are Extra-christian’, in a word,
‘unsectarian’ (p. 374).
Nearly any official pronouncement
from nearly any scientific society in our
day, on the topic of origins, will echo
this theme. One must makes one’s peace
with naturalism, for it is the way of
science (which is itself the way of knowledge). If theology has a place, Huxley
argued, it was in the “deeps of man’s
nature,” as a matter of subjective judgment. But any theology or philosophy
that connected God directly to the objects of nature had been vanquished, he
thought:
...Genesis, the ‘old traditions’, the
incarnations of god, Disraeli’s angels–‘theology’ in a word–that was
a debased branch of history, amenable to test, indeed tested and found
wanting. As such, science had no
‘intention of signing a treaty of peace
with her old opponent, nor of being
content with anything short of absolute victory and uncontrolled domination over the whole realm of the
intellect’ (pp. 331-332).
And thus we come down to 1995,
where debates are raging anew over the
scope of naturalism. One wonders what
Huxley would make of them, a century
after his death. It is fairly certain his
remarks would be sharp and to the point–
but perhaps, one hopes, on the side of
entertaining the possibility that naturalism had failed to fulfill its grand promise.
Desmond’s biography is well worth
reading. It brims with affection for its
prickly subject, and his times, and throws
fresh light on the emergence of naturalism as the prevailing philosophy of science in the 19th century, and in our own
day.
– P.A. Nelson

What Would Real Little
Green Men Tell Us
About Evolution–And
God?
Are We Alone?
Philosophical Implications of the
Discovery of Extraterrestrial
Life.
Paul Davies
New York: Basic Books, 1995;
160 pp.

T

hey need not be
little, of course,
nor green, nor, for
that matter, come in
more than one sex:
indeed (with apologies to most episodes
of Star Trek), they
probably wouldn’t
recognizably be
“men” at all. But extraterrestrial intelligent life would need to be intelligent–
meaning, operationally, able to manipulate electromagnetic radiation to carry
signals.
“This is necessary,” argues Paul
Davies in his new book Are We Alone?
Philosophical Implications of the Discovery of Extraterrestrial Life (New
York: Basic Books, 1995, 160 pp.), “because radio contact with aliens is possible only if the aliens are intelligent
enough to possess the necessary technology” (p. 89). Should that message be
received by our radio telescopes, its
effect, Davies argues, could only be
momentous:
There is little doubt that even the
discovery of a single extraterrestrial microbe, if it could be shown to
have evolved independently of life
on Earth, would drastically alter
our world view and change our society as profoundly as the Copernican and Darwinian revolutions. It
could truly be described as the greatest scientific discovery of all time. In
the more extreme case of the detection of an alien message, the likely
effects on mankind would be awesome (p. xii).
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The effect would be awesome,
Davies continues, because in an important sense it would refute the Darwinian
revolution of the 19th century. In Are
We Alone?, Davies makes his case for
this conclusion. It’s a case with several
byways and tangents, and skeptics observe that the religious implications
Davies wants to draw are weakly supported by his case, a criticism which
illuminates the philosophical vagueness
of concepts such as “contingency,” “determinism,” “randomness,” “progress,”
or its absence, all of which play key
roles in the positions Davies attacks,
and in his own speculations.
Despite its tangents, however–or
perhaps because of them!–Davies’ book
is well worth reading. As the first scientifically-trained winner of the Templeton Prize for advancements in religion
(1995), Davies shows an acute and admirable appreciation for the larger philosophical implications of origins theories. Furthermore, he understands the
shortcomings of conventional evolutionary explanations. Take, for instance,
the origin of life:

urn) only a finite number of times, because the pool of opportunities is not
inexhaustible:
Even if the universe is spatially
infinite, and contains an infinity of
galaxies, we can only even see a
finite subset of them. Therefore, if
life is a random accident of infinitesimal probability, then it is almost
certain that there is no other life
within our particle horizon at this
epoch, even though (assuming the
Copernican Principle) there may be
infinitely many inhabited planets in
the universe as a whole....We can
now see why, if the odds against the
random formation of life are so great,
there is little to be gained by widening the trial space from planet Earth
to all Earth-like planets and then
appealing to the panspermia hypothesis. Because no object may travel
faster than light, no micro-organism may reach Earth from beyond
our particle horizon.
Hence the trials that are relevant to
life on Earth must be restricted to
the 1010 or so galaxies within the
observable portion of the universe.
These galaxies may contain a total
of, say, 1019 Earth-like planets. But
faced with odds of 1040,000 to 1
against, multiplying the trial rate by
1019 has a negligible effect on the
outcome (pp. 32-33).

The main reason why the origin of
life is such a puzzle is because the
spontaneous appearance of such
elaborate and organized complexity seems so improbable. In the previous chapter I described the Miller-Urey experiment, which succeeded in generating some of the building blocks of life. However, the level
These (and other) passages in Are
of complexity of a real organism is
We
Alone? make the book appealing to
enormously greater than that of mere
design
theorists looking for thinking
amino acids. Furthermore, it is not
outside
the usual boundaries. But other
just a matter of degree. Simply
passages,
and in fact the main thrust of
achieving a high level of complexity
the
book,
will be disappointing.
per se will not do. The complexity
needed involves certain specific
Davies recognizes that a theory of
chemical forms and reactions: a
intelligent causation need not commit
random complex network of reacone to invoking “miracles,” meaning
tions is unlikely to yield life (p. 27).
events which transgress known regularThis passage, which echoes the noities of nature; i.e., “design” does not
tion of specified complexity employed
ipso facto violate any natural laws:
by design theorists (see, e.g., Thaxton et
...We can contrive to produce highal., The Mystery of Life’s Origin [New
ly non-random processes (such as
York: Philosophical Library, 1984],
unusual card sequences) without
131), is followed a few pages later by a
violating any laws of physics, so
careful analysis of the real probability
presumably a purposeful Deity could
bounds set by cosmology. In brief, in
also do this.
the cosmic gamble for the origin of life
one can spin the wheel (or reach into the
26
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Yet he immediately reverts to methodological naturalism:
Nevertheless, it is the job of the
scientist to try to explain the world
without supernatural purposive
manipulation, and a number of scientific responses have been made to
the problem of the enormous odds
discussed above (p. 29).
The solution Davies favors?
The laws of physics have the remarkable property that they encourage matter and energy to evolve
spontaneously from simple intial
states towards highly complex states
(such as living or conscious systems). This general self-organizing
tendency in nature suggests that the
emergence of life is a universal phenomenon, rather than a miracle or a
highly improbable accident. ...Evidently stupid matter has a sort of
innate ability to organize itself.
There are many, many other examples in nature....we can imagine a
very long sequence of such self-organizing steps in which inert matter
goes in at the top and mind comes
out at the bottom. That is, if we
accept that mind is an emergent
phenomenon requiring a certain
critical level of complexity, we can
imagine that level of complexity being achieved, given long enough,
and given the inherent self-organizing tendencies that we find in matter
and energy (pp. 102-103).
Yet the examples of “emergent phenomena” that Davies offers are either
irrelevant–the “wetness” of water, and
the arrow of time (his illustration of the
latter is molecules of perfume diffusing
in a closed room)–or beg the question.
Davies says that life itself is an emergent phenomenon, arising “only when
matter reaches a certain level of complexity” (p. 100). True enough, but calling a phenomenon “emergent” or “selforganizing” hardly engages the question of how the necessary level of complexity is reached. Life and consciousness emerge when the conditions are
right, as they must be, argues Davies,
but he fails entirely to specify those
conditions, beyond arguing that some-

how they were built into the universe
from the start, as a “sort of ‘law of
increasing organixed complexity’” (p.
105).
Well, as the famous street-wise equation tells us, ill-defined laws of that
variety plus 65 cents = a cup of coffee.
To say that life, intelligence, and consciousness are inevitable, never mind
the details, is not to solve the problem of
their emergence, any more than saying
that they are the accidental products of
a cosmic roulette (a view Davies strongly rejects).
Davies’ words have a high-sounding ring:
I conclude...that consciousness, far
from being a trivial accident, is a
fundamental feature of the universe,
a natural product of the outworking
of the laws of nature to which they
are connected in a deep and still
mysterious way. (p. 128)
It is unclear, however, aside from
tantalizing but vague adjectives like
“deep” and “mysterious,” how this really differs from Darwinism, either of the
classical variety or later fillips. Stephen
Gould, for instance, argues that he fully
expects intelligent life to exist elsewhere in the universe (see his interview
with John Horgan, “Escaping in a Cloud
of Ink,” Scientific American August
1995, pp. 37-41). Writing in the New
York Times (12 July 1995, p. B4), critic
Richard Bernstein scratches his head
about significance of Davies’ dissent:
What remains elusive...is why this
“cosmic connection” is contrary to
Darwinian law. If random variation
and natural selection produced consciousness on earth, why would the
same random variations not occur
elsewhere in a universe with billions
of other planets? If it did occur elsewhere, one could believe in extraterrerstrial life without ditching orthodox Darwinian thought, and without recourse to a mystical, semireligious concept that makes us feel
connected to something really big.
Thus, E.T., should he ever turn up
with his glowing finger, would apparently both refute and support Darwin-

ism. One must say “apparently,” for the
key terms in this dispute–contingency,
determinism, and the like–are too illdefined to rule out empirical possibilities. One wants a gutsier and more precise metaphysics from Davies than he
provides.
– P.A. Nelson

logic of Darwinism. Dennett describes
Darwinism as a “universal acid; it eats
through just about every traditional concept and leaves in its wake a revolutionized world-view.” One thinker after
another has tried unsuccessfully to find
some way to contain this universal acid,
to protect something from its corrosive
power.
Why? First let’s see what the idea is.

Daniel Dennett’s
Dangerous Idea
Darwin’s Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life.
Daniel C. Dennett
New York: Simon & Schuster,
1995; 586 pp.

D

aniel Dennett’s fertile
imagination is
captivated by the
very dangerous
idea that the neoDarwinian theory
of biological evolution should become the basis for
what amounts to
an established state religion of scientific materialism. Dennett takes the scientific part of his thesis from the inner
circle of contemporary Darwinian theorists: William Hamilton, John Maynard
Smith, George C. Williams, and the
brilliant popularizer Richard Dawkins.
When Dennett describes the big idea
emanating from this circle as dangerous, he does not mean that it is dangerous only to religious fundamentalists.
The persons whom he accuses of flinching when faced with the full implications of Darwinism are scientists and
philosophers of the highest standing:
Noam Chomsky, Roger Penrose, Jerry
Fodor, John Searle, and especially
Stephen Jay Gould.
UNIVERSAL ACID
Each one of these very secular thinkers supposedly tries, as the simple religious folk do, to limit the all-embracing

Dennett begins the account with John
Locke’s late seventeenth-century Essay
Concerning Human Understanding,
where Locke answers the question,
“Which came first, mind or matter?”
Locke’s answer was that mind had to
come first, because “it is impossible to
conceive that ever bare incogitative
matter should produce a thinking intelligent Being.” David Hume mounted
some powerful skeptical arguments
against this mind-first principle, but in
the end he couldn’t come up with a solid
alternative.
Darwin did not set out to overturn
the mind-first picture of reality, but to
do something much more modest: to
explain the origin of biological species,
and the wonderful adaptations that enable those species to survive and reproduce in diverse ways.
WITHOUT THE AID OF MIND
The answer Darwin came up with
was that these adaptations, which had
seemed to be intelligently designed, are
actually products of a mindless process
called natural selection. Dennett says
that what Darwin offered the world, in
philosophical terms, was “a scheme for
creating Design out of Chaos without
the aid of Mind.” When the Darwinian
outlook became accepted throughout
the scientific world, the stage was set
for a much broader philosophical revolution. Dennett explains that
Darwin’s idea had been born as an
answer to questions in biology, but
it threatened to leak out, offering
answers–welcome or not–to questions in cosmology (going in one
direction) and psychology (going in
the other direction). If [the cause of
design in biology] could be a mindless, algorithmic process of evolu-
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tion, why couldn’t that whole process itself be the product of evolution, and so forth all the way down?
And if mindless evolution could account for the breathtakingly clever
artifacts of the biosphere, how could
the products of our own “real” minds
be exempt from an evolutionary explanation? Darwin’s idea thus also
threatened to spread all the way up,
dissolving the illusion of our own
authorship, our own divine spark of
creativity and understanding.
CRANES, NOT SKYHOOKS
The metaphysical reversal was so
complete that it soon became as unthinkable within science to credit any
biological feature to a designer as it had
previously been unthinkable to do without the designer. Whenever seemingly
insuperable problems were encountered–the genetic mechanism, the human mind, the ultimate origin of life–
biologists were confident that a solution
of the Darwinian kind would be found.
To be sure, the cause of materialist
reductionism was sometimes set back
by “greedy reductionists” like the behaviorist B.F. Skinner, who tried to explain human behavior as a direct consequence of material forces. The catchy
metaphor Dennett employs to describe
the difference between the greedy and
good kinds of reductionism is “cranes,
not skyhooks.” The origin of (say) the
human mind must be attributed to some
process firmly anchored on the solid
ground of materialism and natural selection (a crane), and not to a mystery or
miracle (skyhook), but this does not
mean that human behavior or mental
activity can be understood directly on
the basis of material concepts like stimulus and response or natural selection.
Although many aspects of evolutionary theory remain controversial,
Dennett asserts confidently that the overall success of Darwinism-in-principle
has been so smashing that the basic
program–all the way up and all the way
down–is established beyond question.
And yet the resistance continues.
Some of it comes from religious
people, who want to preserve some role
for a creator. Dennett just brushes aside
the outright creationists, but takes more
28

pains to refute those who would say that
God is the author of the laws of nature,
including that marvelous evolutionary
process that does all the designing. The
Darwinian alternative to a Lawgiver at
the beginning of the universe is to postpone the beginning indefinitely by hypothesizing something like an eternal
system of evolution at the level of universes.
For example, the physicist Lee Smolin has proposed that black holes are in
effect the birthplaces of offspring universes, in which the fundamental physical constants would differ slightly from
those in the parent universe. Since those
universes that happened to have the
most black holes would leave the most
“offspring,” the basic Darwinian concepts of mutation and differential reproduction could be extended to cosmology.
Dennett contends that whether this
or any other model is testable, at least
cosmic Darwinism relies on the same
kind of thinking that has been successful in scientific fields like biology where
testing is possible, and that is enough to
make it preferable to an alternative that
brings in a skyhook. He does not attempt to explain the origin of the cosmic
evolutionary process. It’s just mutating
universes all the way down.
RESISTANCE TO DARWINISM
Much of the resistance to Darwinism “all the way up” comes from scientists and philosophers who deny the
capacity of natural selection to produce
specifically human mental qualities like
the capacity for language. Foremost
among these is Noam Chomsky, founder
of modern linguistics, who describes a
complex language program seemingly
“hard-wired” into the human brain,
which has no real analogy in the animal
world and for which there is no very
plausible story of step-by-step evolution through adaptive intermediate
forms. Chomsky readily accepts evolutionary naturalism in principle, but (supported by Stephen Jay Gould) he regards Darwinian selection as no more
than a place holder for a true explanation of the human language capacity
which has not yet been found.
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To true-believing Darwinists like
Richard Dawkins and Daniel Dennett,
all such objections are fundamentally
misconceived. The more intricately “designed” a feature appears to be, the
more certain it is to have been constructed by natural selection–because there is
no alternative way of producing design
without resorting to impossible skyhooks. Even in the toughest cases, where
plausible Darwinian hypotheses are hard
to imagine and impossible to confirm, a
Darwinian solution simply has to be out
there waiting to be found. The alternative to natural selection is either God or
chance. The former is outside of science, and also apparently outside the
contemplation of Gould or Chomsky;
the latter is no solution at all. Once you
understand the dimensions of the problem, and the philosophical constraints
within which it must be solved, Darwinism is practically true by definition–
regardless of the evidence.
I call this a very interesting situation. Within science the Darwinian viewpoint clearly occupies the high ground,
because nobody has come up with an
alternative for explaining Design that
does not invoke an unacceptable preexisting Mind. (Dennett easily refutes
such hype-induced notions as that a
physics of self-organizing systems from
the Santa Fe Institute is in the process of
replacing Darwinism.) But the rulers of
this impregnable citadel are worried
because not everybody believes that their
citadel is impregnable. They are troubled not only by polls showing that the
American public still overwhelmingly
favors some version of supernatural creation, but also by the tendency of prominent scientists to accept Darwinism-inprinciple, but to dispute the applicability of the theory to specific problems,
usually the problems about which they
are best qualified to speak.
DARWINISM AS A CREATION
STORY
Dennett thinks that the dissenters
either fail to understand the logic of
Darwinism or shrink from embracing
its full metaphysical implications. I prefer another explanation: Darwinism is a
lot stronger as philosophy than it is as
empirical science. If you aren’t willing
to challenge the underlying premise of

scientific materialism, you are stuck
with Darwinism-in-principle as a creation story until you find something
better, and it doesn’t seem that there is
anything better. Once you get past the
uncontroversial examples of microevolution, however, such as finch beak variations, peppered moth coloring, and
selective breeding, all certainty dissolves
in speculation and controversy. Nobody
really knows how life originated, where
the animal phyla came from, or how
natural selection could have produced
the qualities of the human mind. Ingenious hypothetical scenarios for the evolution of complex adaptations are presented to the public virtually as fact, but
skeptics within science derisively call
them “just-so” stories, because they can
neither be tested experimentally nor
supported by fossil histories.
Many scientists who swear fealty to
Darwinism on philosophical grounds
put it aside when they get down to
scientific practice. A good example is
Niles Eldredge, a paleontologist who
collaborated with Stephen Jay Gould in
the famous papers advocating that evolution proceeds by “punctuated equilibria,” meaning long changeless periods
which are occasionally interrupted by
the abrupt appearance of new forms.
“Punk eek” was widely interpreted
at first as an implied endorsement of a
macromutational alternative to Darwinian gradualism, a misunderstanding that
led scornful Darwinists to dismiss the
idea as “evolution by jerks,” but both
Gould and Eldredge insisted that the
unseen process of change was Darwinian. Eldredge in particular is so determined to wash away the taint of heresy
that he has taken to describing himself
as a “knee-jerk neo-Darwinian,” a label
that seems both to protest too much and
to imply a willingness to overlook disconfirming evidence.
On the other hand, Eldredge rejects
what he calls “ultra-Darwinism,” the
position of Dawkins and Dennett, on
grounds that obscurely imply rejection
of the very factor that makes Darwin’s
idea dangerous, the claim that natural
selection has sufficient creative power
to account for design. For example, he
writes in his 1994 book Reinventing
Darwin that ultra-Darwinians are guilty

of “physics envy” because they “seek to
transform natural selection from a simple form of record keeping...to a more
dynamic, active force that molds and
shapes organic form as time goes by.”
Eldredge has no philosophical problem
with atheistic materialism; his ambivalence stems entirely from the embarrassingly un-Darwinian fossil record,
as described in this typical paragraph:
No wonder paleontologists shied
away from evolution for so long. It
never seems to happen. Assiduous
collecting up cliff faces yields zigzags, minor oscillations, and the very
occasional slight accumulation of
change–over millions of years, at a
rate too slow to account for all the
prodigious change that has occurred
in evolutionary history. When we do
see the introduction of evolutionary
novelty, it usually shows up with a
bang, and often with no firm evidence that the fossils did not evolve
elsewhere! Evolution cannot forever be going on somewhere else. Yet
that’s how the fossil record has
struck many a forlorn paleontologist looking to learn something about
evolution.

tists have some legal, moral, or intellectual obligation to accept Darwinism as
absolutely true, especially when the theory is encountering so many difficulties
with the evidence. The issue comes up
in many important contexts; here are
two examples.
First, consider the situation of Christian parents, not necessarily fundamentalists, who suspect that the term “evolution” drips with atheistic implications.
The whole point of Dennett’s thesis is
that the parents are dead right about the
implications, and that science educators
who deny this are either misinformed or
lying. Do parents then have a right to
protect their children from indoctrination in atheism, and even to insist that
the public schools include in the science
curriculum a fair review of the arguments against the atheistic claim that
unintelligent natural processes are our
true creator? Dennett cannot be accused of avoiding the religious liberty
issue, or of burying it in tactful circumlocutions. He proposes that theistic religion should continue to exist only in
“cultural zoos,” and he says this directly
to religious parents:

Whatever is motivating Eldredge to
give all that fervent lip-service to Darwinism, it obviously is not anything he
has discovered as a paleontologist. In
fact the real problem is understood by
everyone, although it has to be discussed in guarded terms. What paleontologists fear is not the scientific consequences of disowning Darwinism but
the political consequences. They fear it
might lead to a takeover of government
by religious fundamentalists who would
shut off the funding.

If you insist on teaching your children falsehoods— that the earth is
flat, that “Man” is not a product of
evolution by natural selection—then
you must expect, at the very least,
that those of us who have freedom of
speech will feel free to describe your
teachings as the spreading of falsehoods, and will attempt to demonstrate this to your children at our
earliest opportunity. Our future wellbeing–the well-being of all of us on
the planet–depends on the education of our descendants.

There are paleontologists who are
more supportive of Darwinism than Eldredge, just as there are other eminent
scientists who are more explicit in insisting that the neo-Darwinian variety
of evolution is valid only at the “micro”
level. Regardless of the number or status of the skeptics, the usual scientific
practice is to retain a paradigm, however shaky, until somebody provides a
better one. I will assume arguendo that
this “best we’ve got” policy is justifiable within science itself. The question
I want to pursue is whether non-scien-

Of course it is not freedom of speech
that worries the parents, but the power
of atheistic materialists to use public
education for indoctrination, while excluding any other view as “religion.” If
you want to know how such threats
sound to Christian parents, try imagining what would happen if some prominent Christian fundamentalist addressed
similar language to Jewish parents.
Would we think the Jewish parents unreasonable if they interpreted “at the
very least” to imply that young children
may be forcibly removed from the homes
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of recalcitrant parents, and that those
metaphorical cultural zoos may one day
be enclosed by real barbed wire? Strong
measures might seem justified if the
well-being of everyone on the planet
depends upon protecting children from
the falsehoods their parents want to tell
them.
I will pass over the legal issues raised
by this program of forced religious conversion because the intellectual issues
are even more interesting. Granted that
Darwinism is the reigning paradigm in
biology, is there some rule in the academic world which requires non-scientists to accept Darwinian principles when
they write about, say, philosophy or
ethics? My Berkeley colleague John
Searle thinks so. In the first chapter of
his recent book on The Construction of
Social Reality, Searle states that it is
necessary “to make some substantive
presuppositions about how the world is
in fact in order that we can even pose the
questions we are trying to answer (about
how other aspects of reality are socially
constructed).” According to Searle, “two
features of our conception of reality are
not up for grabs. They are not, so to
speak, optional for us as citizens of the
late twentieth and early twenty-first century.” The two compulsory theories are
that the world consists entirely of the
entities that physicists call particles, and
that living systems (including humans
and their minds) evolved by natural
selection.

Given that what we most respect
about science is its fidelity to the principle that empirical testing is what really
matters, why should philosophers allow
scientists to tell them that they must
accept assumptions that don’t pass the
empirical test?
Searle is a particularly poignant example, because he is famous for defending the independence of the mind against
the onslaught of the materialist “strong
AI” program, and also for defending
traditional academic standards against
the corrosive relativism of the fact/value distinction. He is so skillful in argument that he almost holds his own even
after leaping gratuitously into a pool of
universal acid, but why accept the disadvantage? Searle could seize the high
ground if he began by proposing that
any true metaphysical theory must account for two essential truths which
materialism cannot accommodate: first,
that mind is more than matter; and second, that such things as truth, beauty,
and goodness really do exist even if
most people do not know how to recognize them. Scientific materialists would
answer that they proved long ago, or are
going to prove at some time in the fu-

SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED
DOCTRINES
I think that Searle undermines his
whole project by virtually ordering his
readers not to notice that scientific materialism and Darwinism are themselves
socially constructed doctrines rather
than objective facts. Scientists assume
materialism because they define their
enterprise as a search for the best materialist theories, and this culturally-driven methodological choice is not even
evidence, let alone proof, that the world
really does consist only of particles. As
an explanation for design in biology,
Darwinism is perfectly secure when it is
regarded as a deduction from materialism, but remarkably insecure when it is
subjected to empirical testing.
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ture, that materialism is true. They are
bluffing.
DREAMS OF WORLD
CONQUEST
Science is a wonderful thing in its
place. Because science is so successful
in its own territory, however, scientists
and their allied philosophers sometimes
get bemused by dreams of world conquest. Paul Feyerabend put it best: “Scientists are not content with running their
own playpens in accordance with what
they regard as the rules of the scientific
method, they want to universalize those
rules, they want them to become part of
society at large, and they use every
means at their disposal–argument, propaganda, pressure tactics, intimidation,
lobbying–to achieve their aims.” Samuel Johnson gave the best answer to this
absurd imperialism. “A cow is a very
good animal in the field; but we turn her
out of a garden.”
– Phillip E. Johnson
First Published in The New Criterion for October 1995. Reprinted by permission.
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